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Kissinger condemns Congress
for cutting support for Angola
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Secretary
of State Henry Kissinger said
yesterday that Congress has helped set
a "dangerous precedent" by cutting
off U.S. support for anti-Soviet forces
in Angola.
"It is the first time that the United
States has failed to respond to Soviet
military moves outside the immediate
Soviet orbit," he said. "And it is the
first time that Congress has halted
national action in the middle of a
crisis."
Kissinger made the statement in a
speech at a joint luncheon of the
Commonwealth Club of San Francisco
and the World Affairs Council of
Northern California.

Cross-country

At least one University student has discovered an effective way to
get around on campus. Tim Gallagher, sophomore (Ed.). Aims
along the ice and snow of the golf course on cross-country skis.
(Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

LAST WEEK the House voted 323
to 99 to ban covert American aid to
forces battling Soviet-backed ttoops in
Angola, despite a personal appeal from
President Ford. The Senate had taken
similar action earlier.
Kissinger called for a balanced
policy of firmness and conciliation in
dealing with the Soviet Union.
However, Kissinger said that the
United States and its allies can and
must prevent Moscow from using its
power "for unilateral advantage and
political expansion."
Kissinger warned the Soviet Union

and Cuba has about 11.000 troops
fighting with the Popular Movement
(MPLA) in Angola.
Although he said the administration
does not want the United States to
play the role of world policeman,
Kissinger emphasized that "it can
never be in out interest to let the
Soviet Union act as such."
BUT AFTER taking a hard line on
Angola, Kissinger defended pursuit of
a new pact to limit the spread of
nuclear arms, since "no part ol the
globe would be spared the effects of a
general nuclear exchange."
He claimed the 1972 interim accord
prevented the Russians from widening
their advantage in numbers of missile
launchers while also allowing the
United States to retain its advantage in
superior reliability, accuracy and type
of missies.

"The first SA1T agreements," he
said, "were therefore without question
in the American national interest."
The secretary added that the United
States "will not tolerate violations" of
the SALT treaties, "It will continue to
monitor
Soviet
compliance
meticulously."
Kissinger said President Ford is
determined to pursue negotiations
aimed at J "saner strategic balance on
equitable terms." because it is in the
American interest and because "we
have an obligation to our own people
and to world peace."

Weather
Cloudy and cold today through
tomorrow. Highs today in the
upper teens and lower 20s. lows
tomorrow night S to 10 above and
highs today in the lower 20s.
Chance of snow 20 per cent today
and tonight.

Vacancy not to be filled

City safety director resigns from post
Mayor Alvin Perkins announced at
Monday's City Council meeting that
Safety Director Howard Rutter '.as
resigned from his post and that the
vacancy will not be filled.
Rutter. who will continue his job as
city fire chief, said shortly after
Perkins' election that he would resign
as safety director when the Sgt.
Thomas Votava case was resolved.
Sgt. Votava. a city policeman
charged with two counts of illegal

voting in 1974 and 1975, was cleared
of felony charges lasl week.
ONE OF PERKINS' campaign
promises was to discontinue the safety
director's job. He had said he
questioned the legality of Rutter
holding two city jobs with a conflict
of interests. When elected. Perkins
asked Rutter to resign.
Mayor Perkins said the 1976 city
budget for parks and recreation will be
lower than last year's. However, he

said this year's budget will be higher
than those in 1972, 1973 and 1974.
He said the reason there was so
much money available lor parks and
recreation, in 1975 was that $45,000
was transferred to that department
from the general fund.
This will not be possible in 1976,
Perkins said, because this year's
revenues are expected to be lower than
last year's.
"I THINK the words 'financial

State Tower bone of contention
between Rhodes, Democrats
COLUMBUS.
(AP) Lawmakers
were
unable to
break a stalemate yesterday that is
preventing state payment of $5.5
million to contractors for work at
Ohio colleges and universities.
The stumbling block is the 41 -story
State Office lower, a financial
albatross with liabilities that have
pitted Gov. James Rhodes against
, majority Democrats in a debate over
appropriate solutions.
The state is in arrears on payments
for jobs at 37 institutions because
Rhodes last month recommended
postponement of a $60 million bond
sale, due to the shaky financial status
of the tower. Rhodes wants the
legislature to appropriate $12 million
'j( to bail out the office building and
authorize transfer of $10 million for
the contractors.
DEMOCRATIC members of the
State Controlling Board are reluctant
to take either step until a new date is
set for the bond sale and a long-range
plan approved for the tower.

"I refuse to shadow box," said
Majority
Leader Oliver Ocasck
(D-Akron) prior to the control board
meeting. "Unitl I know what the hell
I'm doing, I'm not going to do
anything."
The Controlling Board, dominated
by Democrats, didn't do anything,
even though budget director Howard
Collier reported that $10.4 million was
available to meet the debt to
contractors.
The controllers demanded an
appearance at
another
meeting
tomorrow by Administrative Services
Director Richard Krabach, who is
supposed to collect rent from state
agencies occupying the tower.
Rent money is paid to the Ohio
Building Authority, the tower's
financing agent, which claims it is
falling short on interest payments and
operating expenses.
A SPOKESMAN for Democrats on
the Board said Krabach had collected
rent on a quarterly basis instead of in
advance for the entire year last July 1
as stipulated in the rental agreement.

Democrats on the board are not
convinced that more money is needed
from legislative coffers to aid the
tower.
A spokesman for contractors, Lavon
Detwiler
of
the
Knowlton
Construction Co. of Bellcfontaine,
complained that builders were caught
"right in the middle of the crossfiie.
We have no control over the financing
of the State Office Tower."
Meanwhile, the original chairman of
the ohio Building Authority, James
Shocknessy, said the OBA should be
abolished. Shocknessy. who currently
heads the Ohio Turnpike Commission,
said the state should meet the tower's
debts and take over its operation.
"IT'S TIME for the state to bite the
bullet," he said, "and biting the bullet
entails taking it over."
Rhodes, in a statement, reiterated
his stand that "the financing of the
State Office Tower must be brought
up to date before any new bonds are
issued."

States should decide abortions, Ford says
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Ford said yesterday he would oppose a
constitutional amendment prohibiting
. abortion, but prefers one that would
give states the right to decide such
issues.
"I do not believe in abortion on
demand," Ford said in a television
interview. But. he added, that there
must be some flexibility in the law to
permit abortion in cases involving the
mother's illness or rape.
Describing his views as "a moderate
position," Ford addressed the abortion
| issue in an interview with CBS
correspondent Walter Cronkite.
HE SAID that while he did not
i agree with the Supreme Court's 1973
decision legalizing abortion, he had
taken an oath of office to uphold the
Llaw as interpreted by the court and
i would do so.

The high court has ruled that a state
cannot bar a woman from obtaining a
abortion from a licensed physician
during the first three months of
pregnancy. The decision permits the
regulation of abortion in the second
three months of pregnancy to preserve
and protect the mother's health. And
states are permitted to forbid
abortions in the final three months.
Ford said he agreed there were
instances, such as illness of the mother
and rape, "when abortion should be
permitted." But he said he felt the
"preferable answer" was through an
amendment that would permit the
states to make their own decisions on
their own abortion laws.
Constitutional amendments have
been proposed both to ban abortion
and to return the authority to the
states for regulating abortion.

A HOUSE judiciary subcommittee
on civil and constitutional rights
begins hearings today on abortion
amendments.
Ronald Resgan, Ford's rival for the
GOP presidential nomination, has
endorsed a Constitutional amendment
approach that would in effect, prevent
most abortions but allow them in
extreme cases, when a mother's life is
in danger.
among Democratic candidates, only
George Wallace has voiced support for
an anti-abortion amendment, although
several others say they oppose
abortion in principle.
press Secretary Ron
Nessen,
expanding on Ford's views, said the
President "does not support a
constitutional amendment to prohibit
abortion. He really feels that if there is
to be any further action in this area..
.individual states should decide."

crisis' are probably a bit strong," he
said. "But we do have a serious overall
revenue problem in our operating
accounts and for the the time being, at
leasi, worrisome cash flow problems as
well"
Mayor Perkins said that because of
the revenue problem, merit and cost of
living increases for city employes
probably will not be granted this year.
"Our preliminary estimates indicate
that such increases will not be possible
this year." he said. "I hope we're
wrong and of course we'll know more
when the appropriation ordinance is
finalized, but I don't want to raise
employe expectations beyond our
ability to meet them."
Councilman Joseph Corral told
council he had received complaints
from many of his constituents
regarding the construction of a
proposed apartment building at 303 E.
Merry St.
CITY ATTORNEY Patrick Crowley
said plans for the proposed three-unit
structure, to be built at the rear of an
existing building, are in conformity
with city zoning laws.
"We can't stop this proposed
project," he said. "It fully conforms
with the zoning code."
Councilman Wendell Jones said he
ahs received complaints from persons
in Ward Two concerning hazards of ice

and snow accumulation on sidewalks.
Rutter explained that many persons
in the city are unable to conform with
the law and remove ice on pavement
because there is a salt shortage.
RUTTER said he had arranged with
the University to spread cinders on icy
sidewalks to make rhem safer to walk
on. However, he said the cinders were
too powdery to use for that purpose.
Municipal Administrator Wesley
Hoffman said the city is trying lo get
citizens to clear their sidewalks by
stressing that property owners subject
themselves to civil suits if a person
injures himself when he slips on icy
pavement.

JBWK

In other action, council:

--passed a resolution authorizing the
mayor to enter into an agreement
between the city and the Dept. of
Housing and Urgan Development
(HUD) enabling the city to receive a
$84,000 community development
block grant,
-okayed a resolution to cooperate
with
the
state
director
of
transportation in a city wide pavement
marking program,
-tabled an ordinance increasing the
rate Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc. may
charge customers pending a rate study,
and
-appointed Clifford Merit to the
board of zoning appeals.

The University's coal boiler emits a
fine carbon ash into the air.

Officials disagree on "coal emissions
By (.ail Harris
and
T.H. Smith
An
agent
of
the
Ohio
Environmental Protection Agency
(OEPA) and a University administrator
disagree as to whether the University
can cut down emissions from its coal
boiler to comply with OEPA
standards.
Gregory Sauter, district engineer of
the OEPA northwest district, said the
University currently
is violating
emmission standards.
He explained that the amount of
paniculate matter emitted from the
University's physical plant exceeds the
pounds per hour standard established
by OEPA.
THE ESCAPING paniculate matter
is ash from unburned coal, Sauter said.
The, ash, a carbon residual, causes
damage to automobile paint, he said,
adding that a number of damage
claims have been filed against the
University.
If the boiler is operating properly,
he said, black smoke will not be
emitted. Instead, a white smoke
containing fewer particles is released
because the ashes settle out, Sauter
said.

Sauter
said the
i iniversity s
pollution problem could be improved
by modifying the boiler's operation
and maintanence. If coal was burned
properly, the University could save
money, he said.
Sauter said the OEPA has urged the
University to improve operation of the
coal boiler for the last few years and
that the institution has not made a
conscious effort to comply.
CHARLES
CODDING.
acting
director of the Unviersity's physical
plant, said Sauter is "pulling figures
out of the air" when he said the
University could reduce emittents by
50 per cent.
Codding denied that the OEPA had
informed the University of how to
improve the boiler's efficiency.
He said Sauter does not know what
he is talking about regarding the
University's
boiler.
Sauter's
statements, however, were verified
by another OEPA agent.
"If there was a way to correct it (the
eminent problem) by simply burning
coal more efficiently, we would have
done that five years ago," Codding
said.
■
ACCORDING TO Codding, the
Ohio Dept. of Public Works soon will

decide whal to do with all coal-fired
equipment contributing to pollution
problems used at state institutions. He
said he thinks the University will be
funded for improvements when a
decision is made.
Kent State University (KSU) is not
waiting for
the public works
department to make any decisions.
According to Sauter. KSU has
attached a computerized monitoring
system to their burner for more
efficient operation. The system
will save KSU several thousand dollars
a year. Sauter said.
Sauter said ObPA is in the process
of hiring a person to examine state
institutions' pollution problems and to
make suggestions on how to use their
existing equipment more efficiently.
He added that when more state funds
become available later. OEPA will help
bring the institutions into total
compliance with pollution standards.
If the University had the money, it
could install air pollution control
equipment in the boilers within two
years, Sauter said.
"But they just don't have the
money. Right now we're just trying to
get rid of the black smoke and not
really make any major modifications,''
he said.
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sga endorsements
Students will choose representatives to Student Government
Association (SGA) offices in elections to be conducted tomorrow.
The News* SGA endorsements follow.
PRESIDENT
William Burris. junior (BA), is the most qualified candidate for the
office of SGA president. His attitude of concern about the SGA
organization demonstrates that he will work for SGA instead of just
paying lip service to the position.
Stressing more direct student involvement, resolving interest group
problems, reducing the air of academic mediocrity and plans to find
alternate funding for SGA, indicate that Burris has the ability to
make SGA more responsive to student needs.
VICE PRESIDENT
The News endorses Valerie Gentile, junior (A&S), for SGA vice
president. Gentile recognizes the importance of the vice presidential
position and has said she will work to make SGA more available to
the students through publication of a Student Government director
or newsletter. Her interest in districting, the Health Center's
proposed cutbacks and professor/course evaluations show clear
concern for the campus problems affecting a majority of students.
STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Mark Kerns, junior (A&S), demonstrates the capabilities necessary
for this post by his willingness to solicit input from SGA and the
Student Assembly. Kerns, as the current assistant student
representative to the Board of Trustees, offers an advantage in terms
of experience and understanding of the position.
COORDINATOR OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Neal Painter, junior (A&S), is supported by the News for this job.
His platform encouraging better utilization of academic unions and
publication of a pamphlet assisting students with course registration
is worthwhile.
COORDINATOR OF STATE AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
Although recognizing favorable plans advanced by both candidates
tor coordinator of state and community affairs, the News endorses
neither David Pocock. junior (BA) nor Eric Hall, junior (BA).
COORDINATOR OF CULTURAL AFFAIRS
UAO DIRECTORS-ATLARCE
The mission of the representatives to these two offices is to try to
schedule concerts and activities at the University. By establishing
better communication between the athletic department, Union
Activities Organization and" the coordinator of cultural affairs and
soliciting more student input, the officers must be able to work out
satisfactory entertainment procedures. The News, however, could
not find any discernible differences in the platforms of the
candidates for either of these offices and therefore is unable to make
endorsements.
STUDENT SENATORS
Tom Beers, junior (Ed.), Karyn C'hristensen. sophomore (A&S)
and James Kleinfelter. junior (BA) deserve support for student senate
seats because of their interest in establishing a districting plan for
future SGA elections.
Beers' feasibility study on car pools, Christensen's investigation of
the optional meal coupon system and Kleinfelter's parking services
proposal are worthwhile ideas.
Mark Behlert, junior (BA) and Thomas Coriell. junior (A&S). also
are qualified for senator positions.
Behlert advocates increased SGA interaction with students and
providing students with more information about traffic and parking
procedures.
Coriell advocates changing SGA funding and has proposed a plan
to amend the SGA constitution by making SGA answerable to the
student body.
The News also endorses David Hyland. junior (BA), for a student
senate position. Hyland is in favor of preparing better course
outlines, publishing teacher-course evaluations and increasing the
services of the Peer Academic Advising Team and the Health Center.
Mary Kurz, sophomore (Id), advocates extended hours for use of
the gymnasiums, better campus security and equal rights for women
on campus, demonstrating her interest in working for the needs of
the student body.

speaking out

sga a waste of time
Tomorrow is Student Government
Association (SGA) election day. Do
not waste your time voting candidates
into office. Instead, scrawl words on
your ballot to the effect that you
would like to see SGA abolished.
It is time for students to grow up
and dispose of the pacifier the
University administration has given
them. While the adminislration makes
policy decisions with lit tie or no
sludenl input, the studeni body sucks
on SGA.
This is the only function SGA
performs effectively. Il certainly does
not represent studeni interests The
organization
is
not
even
constitutionally responsible lo the
sludenl body il supposedly represents.
IT is responsible to the administration,
both functionally and economically.
SGA IS funded (rather poorly) by
the University. Once in a while the
government (I use the term loosely) is
tossed a lew bucks of general fee
money. SGA must find a way to raise
money without having to depend on
llie administration.
Functionally, t!ie government is
constitutionally responsible to the
University president and the Board of
Trustees. SGA cannot even change
their
constitution
without
administration approval.
SGA should disband and another
t>pc of student government should be
formed. This idea was advocated by
several Former SGA officers when Ihey
left office last -ear. These officers,
including the former president, had
discovered how difficult it wai to
accomplish anything within the
present framework ol SGA.
Probably the best form of a new
government would be a large senate,
with representatives from dorms, greek
houses and off campus areas, which

cloudy water
I reali/e that The BG New:, has been
plagued with student compl.iints and
the letters to the editor section seldom
seems to be more than an instnmicnt
to air gripes. But after living on this
campus for over five quarters now. I
find it's time foi me to join the
coalition of complainm.
What recently has me irritated is the
quality of water, particularly in
McDonald Quad.
Recertly. I went to a drinking
fountain and filled a pitchei with
water. Not very exciting, right'' But
the resits were. The water came out
looking like diluted milk. I figured
tliat whatever it was would eventually
settle, 'nit o.i checking u later I was
far from satis led.
Floating in this mess was what
appeare I to he fragments of feathers,
dead bugs and oilier unidentified
garbage. And this I'm supposed to
drin„!'' Not me!
Then I got to thinking. This is the
same watei 1 lake showers in, wash
glasses and clothes in, and occasionally
may want to diiuk. Il kind of makes
me sick.
It seems to me (hat the money I pay
each quarter not only provides me
with a cracker-box room hut also a

wonderful supply of polluted water
Hurray lor Hollis and a big thank you
for all you do for me.
And you wondei why everyone is so
anxious to move off-campus.
iX'h Gebolys

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters lo the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste.
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 108
University Hall.

clod club
1 had to get up from the flow to
write this letter. I was down there
laughing and rolling around after I
read the article entitled. "The Easy
Way", by "Guest Columnist" Michael
Schwartz. 1 found
Mr. Schwartz's
impalpable tirade concerning asskissing, capitalism and communism to
be fairly amusing. Mr. Schwartz even
found the time to condemn the
all-time heavies "poverty, war and
famine."
It seemed to this reader that
Michael is frustrated by his lack of
expettise in the art of "ass-kissing", as
he so cleverly put it. 1. for one, am
proud to be a member of the
ass-kissing and mindless clod club and
I fully intend to ". . .get a good job
after graduation." And I'm sure most
students have the same intentions.
What I found to be particularly
humorous the vague generalities and
deep, probing questions raised
concerning the crucifixion of citizens
and inferior modes of living and
political ethics. Better yet. the answers
to these questions can be found in two
different places. And, of course, what
would an article like this be without at

The need is evident if one studies
the issues discussed by the candidates.
For the past several years, the issues
have been the same; the meal coupon
system, the Health Center and rock
concerts among them. The issues are
always the same because SGA fails to
resolve them every year.
If the SGA officers who will be
elected tomorrow want to accomplish
something worthwhile, they should
spearhead a move to establish a new
student government outside the realm
of administration control. The new
officers would be better off working in
this direction than wasting their
energy within the presently hopeless '
structure of SGA
'•"•••wawerjiCrMS

cusmos
X

PLEASE TAKE A NUMBER AND HAVE A SEAT—I HOPE WE CAN ATTEND D NOU SHORTLY!'

Leirers

1 McDonald • North

The News supports Tim Davis, junior (BA). Robert Dickinson,
senior (Ed.) and Robert Mehling. sophomore (BA).
as
choices for student senate offices.
Davis said he will continue to work on projects to set up
on-campus mailboxes for off-campus students and the proposed
shuttle bus system. His tenative investigation of the drop-add
procedure is worth pursuing.
Dickinson's past experience with city government as well as his
ideas to make SGA responsible to the students and fund SGA by
student donations qualify him as a good senate choice.
Mehling is determined to work toward establishing a chapter of
the American Civil Liberties Union on campus and his investigation
of the legal aid bill pending in the Ohio state senate is merit irius.
The News endorses only ten candidates for the 13 available
student senate positions becuase some candidates demonstrate a lack
of understanding of campus issues, organizations and procedures.
Others have made campaign promises that cannot be accomplished
by senators.

would meei regularly in open session
and elect its own officers. Students
would be free to attend tl.c meetings
and offer ideas and complaints,
Hut the form of a new government
is not important as long as its structure
does not provide for administration

interference. A loose coalition of
student lobbyists constantly bugging
the administration would be better
than the present system.
Student donations would have to
support the new government. This
prospect does not sound promising,
but SGA presently gets little in the
way of money anyway, so why not
give it a try?
Some persons, particularly those
currently running for an SGA office,
will accuse me of stabbing the new
SGA administration in the back before
they are elected. I'm not doing this
out of spile for SGA or the candidates,
but because theic is a definite need for
a new studeni government.

least one mention ol Hitler'
Il seems lo me that our guest
columnist has merely taken oui daily
news broadcast and put it in
condensed form, attached question!
and included solutions like violence
and civil disobedience. Juit another
frustrated soul spinning his journalistic
wheels on the Ice of monumental
social injustice.
Brian McKilll
211 Kohl Hall

bike trip
Erie-Ana Council. American Youth
Hostels. Inc..
is sponsoring o
Bicentennial Biking Challenge lo
encourage physical fitness during
America's 2(K) birthday.

Participants in the challenge «! o
bike 7<>, 200, oi 1,776 miles between
Feb.
-(Geoige
Washington's
birthday) and Aug. 22. ">76. will he
rewarded by Brie-Ana Council: 7<>
inileis will receive ■ ribbon and
certificate: 200-mileis will he awarded
a certificate
and
patch, and
1.776-cuaHengers
will
receive ■
certificate, patch and T-shirt.
Hikers who wish lo registei lot the
challenge and be eligible foi the
awards should send 55 and a
self-slaniped. self-addressed envelope
to trie-Ana Council. AYH, 175 West
WooStOf St., Bowling Gieen. Ol!
43402.
Official
logsheets
and
instructions for reporting completed
challenges will be sent upon receipt of
the registration fee.
American Youth Hostels. Inc., is .1
non-profit, non-sectarian organization
which promotes outdoor activities and
low-cost navel through a network of
national and international youth
hostels. Erie-Ana Council, one of .'I
local American Councils operates in
Erie, Wood. Seneca. Sandusky, Henry
and Defiance counties.
Erie-AnnaCouncil
American Youth Hostels, Inc.
175 West Wooster St.

eckankar
The article on Eckankar in
last
week's Green Sheet contains a few
misinterpretations, which I would like
lo clear up.
1 was pleased that the writer of the
article too', the time to call me for
more information on the subject, but
I'm afraid I wasn't careful in my
choice of words. It is difficult to talk
about Eck over the phone to someone
who doesn't know much about it.
Eckankar is defined as a religion for
legal purposes, but it is not organized
like most world religions around a
clergy, rituals, dogma, or physical
place of worship.
ECKANKAR IS A path for
individuals and goes beyond outer

forms and symbols. We do not worship
(iod or the living Eck Master but
stnve to realize our own divinity as
soul. Therefore, we do not use prayer,
because il you pray to God then you
are operating under the assumption
that God is something outside
yourself.
We believe, instead, thai it is
necessary 10 expand our awareness
until we see ourselves as soul and
recognize that we have no limitations
and that there is no need to piay for
anything, We need only bring ourselves
Into harmony with the divine laws ot
nature on all planes of existence.
Many people are fascinated by
psychic phenomena, hut the objective
of Eckankat is not lo pin psychic
powers. These are things which may be
experienced along the way to out true
spiritual goals, but the person who gels
hung up on them is only holding
himself back and opening himself up
to many dangers.
Therefore. Eckankar is not an
occult teaching in the popular sense of
the word We practice contemplation
rather than meditation in order lo
avoid the psychic planes as much as
possible.
SOUL TRAVEL is a way of
experiencing the psychic planes
without the danger of falling into
psychic traps or illusions.
Eckankar was brought out to the
public in 1965 because it was evident
lhai the world consciousness was
ready foi it Before that it was taught
to small groups in isolated areas such
as the Himalayas. There have been
nearly one thousand Living Eck
Masters in the Order of Vairagi since
the eariy days of Eckankar in this
universe. At present there are millions
of Eckists all over the woild.
But the purpose of the recent
publicity I have done on Eckankar is
not to gain new members. I couldn't
care less if anyone shows up at our
lectures or meetings But I want to
make sure that those who are
interested have a chance to find out
about il. and that what they hear is
accurate.
Thank you.
John Kohl
Eckankar Campus Representative
810 Fifth St. Apt. 9

cut salaries
We wonder what is wrong with our
country, all the strikes for higher pay.
All you have to do is take a look at the
professional basketball players and it is
easy to s>e why the people who work
36S days a year want more money
also.
It was recently released from
National Basketball Association (NBA)
headquaners that the average salary in
the NBA has risen to $105,000 per

year. Not a bad salary considering ihat
they play only 82 regular season
games, from late October until late
March.
When broken down this means that
the so-called "average plsyei" makes
$1.280 per regulai season game Each
game has a icgulation 60 minutes, so
the player would make $21 per
minute, even sitting on the bench. $21
pci minute and they still are not
satisfied.
Imagine getting that much money
per minute for something they like to
do, Many of the players would
probably have a hard time making that
much money in any other field for an
enhre year. They should be happy the
management is generous enough to
handout such extravagent salaries.
I think it is time the owners in all
pi ofessional sports take a stand against
these outlandish salaries. It the players
do not want lo take a pay cut. there
are plenty of talented ball players
aiound that could do just as good a
job for half the pay.
Fans arc the ones who support the
salaries by coming lo watch these
games. Look what happened to the
American
Basketball
Association
which is nearly ready to fold and the
World Football League which did fold.
Owners must take a hint from the
fans that the time for a price-cut in
both players salaries and the gate
prices are needed. If not. maybe
horseshoes will become the national
pasttime.
Robert Singer
.'>.'4 Darrow
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U.S. medal hopes raised
INNSBRUCK (AP) - The United States' hockey team
battled its way into the Olympic championship division
yesterday and American speed skaters Sheila Young and
Leah Poulos arc confident they will win medals in the
12th Winter Games, which opened amid pageantry
yesterday.
The focal point of winter sport was peaceful as officials
pronounced the Games free of eligibility scandals and
prepared to open the 12-day festival of international
competition.
Sub-freezing temperatures and sunny skies were
predicted for the opening ceremony, when the Olympic
torch was
brought into a stadium at the foot of
Bergisel Mountain, where 1.400 athletes from .'7 nations
will gather.
AMERICAN medal chances got a boost yesterday when
the hockey team convincingly slammed Yugoslavia 8-4 in
the preliminary tournament that decides which six national
teams will play for the Olympic medals.
Meanwhile. Young and Poulus. carrying the strongest
American hopes for treasured gold medals, worked out on

the Olympic speed-skating rink. "The world record last
week gave me real confidence," said Young, 2S, of
Birmingham, Mi., the new record holder in the 500-meter
event.
"I'm looking for a pretty near perfect performance for
myself." said Poulos, 24. who like Young will enter races at
500. 1.000 and 1.500 meters. They each carry medal hopes
in all three events.
AMERICA'S HOPE lor a silver ot gold medal in figure
skating, Dorothy llamill of Riverside, Conn., didn't like the
conditions on the outdoor rink where practice was held
yesterday. So she journeyed across the West Gorman border
to Garmish for a workout.
Meanwhile, a pair of controversies broke out
The Italian ski team, angered because the arch-rival
Austrian! unveiled a "miracle ski" the week of the Garnet,
decided to change equipment foi the dangerous Olympic
downhill, which will be run tomorrow.
Also, .in inonymoui letter circulated among Olympic
officials, accusing the East German luge team of heating
runners on their sleds 10 make them go faster

Grad deals with jobs, teaching
By WQlie Slaughter

Snow fob

Lines of Austrian soldiers trample down the snow at one of the ski courses to be
used for the Winter Olympic Games in Innsbruck. (AP Wirephoto)

Mall carriers seek rate rollback
WASHINGTON (AP) -A
group representing 50.000
letter
carriers
called
yesterday for a rollback in
the cost of mailing a letter
from 13 to 8 cents.
Vincent Sombrotto. head
of New York City letter

carriers,
told
a press
conference that rolling back
nutl rales would result in
the return ol some postal
pat ions who would have
deserted the Postal Service
lor
other
means
of
communication.

He spoke for lhe Ad Hoc
Committee of the National
Association
of
Letter
Carriers.
SOMBROTTO urged that
Congress vote additional
subsidies to finance the
rollback in postal rates.

The extra subsidy "would
not run more than S3.5
billion or S4 billion per
year." he said.
The Postal Service is now
subsidized by taxpayers at
the late of SI.5 billion per

What's it like being a
University graduate and out
of work'' Ask Dave Mosely.
a '74 graduate with a
Bachelor of Arts in English
who can attest to the
vicissitudes of job hunting.
"Aftei I graduated in
l*J74 I needed a job light
away. I couldn't find a
teaching job in the Bowling
(ircen area, so I took I job
as a cook at Howard
Johnson's." he said
Mosely was promoted to

EL CALENDARIO CHICANO
WEEKLY
HIGHLIGHT-ON
FEBRUARY
1.
1938
THOUSANDS OF CHICANO WORKERS IN SAN ANTONIO
TEXAS WALKED OFF THEIR PECAN SHEl L ING JOBS AT
130 WESTSIDE PLANTS TO BEGIN A STRIKE FOR
BETTER WAGES. IMPROVED WORKING CONDITIONS
AND RECOGNITION OF THEIR UNION. THE UNITED
CANNERY. ARGICULTURAL. PACKING AND ALLIED
WORKERS OF AMERICA (UCAPAWAI. THE PECAN
SHELLERS STRIKE WAS CALLED BECAUSE. ALTHOUGH
THE LARGEST COMPANY GROSSED OVER $3 MILLION
IN 1936. VERY LOW WAGES WERE PAID TO THE
WORKERS. MANY OF THEM WOMEN ANO CHILDREN. IN
1934 THE AVERAGE PECAN SHELLER EARNED LESS
THAN S2 A WEEK FOR WORKING IN DUSTY. CROWDED
POORLY LIT ROOMS. POLICE BACKED THE COMPANIES
WHEN THE WORKERS STRUCK. USING TEAR GAS AND
ARRESTING OVER 1.000 STRIKERS FOR PICKETING.
DESPITE POLICE REPRESSION, THE UNION RECRUITED
6.000 PECAN SHELLERS TO THE STRIKE. MANY OF
THEM ORGANIZED BY 20 YEAR OLD EMMA TENAYUCA
BROOKS. AFTER 37 DAYS OF VIOLENCE BETWEEN
POLICE AND WORKERS THE STRIKE WENT TO
ARBITRATION. THE FINAL DECISION FAVORED THE
OWNERS, BUT RECOGNIZED THE UNION AS THE
WORKERS REPRESENTATIVE. FACED WITH A UNION
AND FORCED TO PAY FEDERAL MINIMUM WAGES. THE
PECAN SHELLING COMPANIES BEGAN REPLACING
WORKERS WITH MACHINES. BY 1948 THE UNION WAS
INACTIVE SINCE ITS MEMBERS HAD LOST THEIR JOBS
TO MACHINES.

special quest star

assistant manager there that
fall, but quit soon alter to
work at Finders Records as
j salesman However, he was
laid oil'from that job.
"I'VE BEEN doing some
substitute teaching in the
meantime, and I have
applied for jobs in the
Napoleon.
Kindlay
and
Toledo area," he added.
"The Placement Office
has been very helpful dtiiing
my search lor a job."
Mosely said. "I would
recommend that graduates

looking for work apply with
them as loon as possible."
This spring Mosely will be
teaching an l-uglish course
at the University along with
lied Harris, a graduate
assistant lhe course will
deal
with
the
"heal
movement" of the '40s and
'50s and the major writers
who were dissatisfied with
American affluence during
the postwar period.
SOME WRITERS that
will be discussed arc Jack
Kerovac. Allen Ginsberg,

Neal Cassady,
torso
and
Burroughs,

Gregory
William

lhe origin oi

the beal

movement In New York and
lit spread to San Francisco
will be discussed and
analyzed
The course is offered
i In.MI j: h
Continuing
Education in

conjunction

with Experimental Studies,
Those wishing to take this
course on an Sill basis
should contact Continuing

Education, 372-2416
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COUNT TOWARD HUMANITIES REQUIREMENT

LA UNION DE ESTUDIANTES LATINOS
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIV.
Bowlina Gr»«n, Ohio - 43402

Sunday Feb. 8 Anderson Arena
S6.00 resarad. $5 00 gvntril admission
lick«ts on sal* JI Union Tidc.t Otlro

Clip & Take
to the Polls
Vote Feb. 5
for

HOWDY PODNERS!

$ WEDNESDAY IS $

DOLLAR DAY
******** **************

QUARTER POUND

HAMBURGER
PLATTER

Progress
In
Government
Party

Try a Quarter Pound of handmolded freshly ground beef
on a toasted sesame seed bun
with Cowboy Fries and crisp
Cole Slaw.

HELP YOURSELF
TO THE FIXIN'S

Reg. SI.24

300 L W00STER
MWUMG GREEN

2741 WOODVILLE RD.
T01ED0
Good only
til
February 4. 1976 <ug|
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TICKET
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RESTAURANT
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Roy Rogers
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MOSCOVIC
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DREHER
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CHRISTENSEN

Senator

CORIELL
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MEHLING

Senator
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Senator

DICKINSON

Senator

Family Restaurant.
WE'VE "BEEFED UP" OUR
CHUCK WAGON TO SERVE
YOU FASTER & BETTER!

VOTE JOHN

Vote P.I.G.

any large 2 item pizza purchased with 3 Cokes
$1.00 Off
when delivered to your area as indicated
MON 2 2 K
TUES 2'3,76
WED 2 4 76
THUR 2'5 K
FRI2676
SAT 2776

Fast Free Delivery
1616 E Wooster
Stadium View Plaza
Telephone 352-5221

BLASKOVIC

Harshman Kreischer
RoOgers Kohl
Founders Pioul
Oltenrouei McDonald
All Fiarermnes Conklin
All Sorofilies

Address.
Phnnp
__.™^_^_
Coupon void it noi propeiiy Mled out
OneI nupon pe' pu/a

FOR
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Jukebox moved to make money
By Joe Wollet
Staff Reporter
The Falcon Moving Music
Machine
it
finished
marching at Doyt Perry
Field for the season, but a
different music machine has
been paraded into the
Union.

fast week the jukebox in
the Cardinal Room was
moved to the Falcon's Nest,
according
to
John
Doroghazi,
associate
director of the Union. He
said the machine was moved
in an effort to increase the
revenue obtained from It.
The machine was not

Nursing home
CHICAGO (AP) - A nurse's aide was charged
yeslerday with arson and felony murder in connection
with a North Side nursing home fire that claimed 15
lives and injured more than 30.
Cook County State's Atty. Bernard Carey announced
that Denise Watson, 21. had been charged following two
days of investigation.
Watson had worked for less than three weeks at the
Wincrest Manor Nursing and Rest Home when the fire
broke out last Friday.
Authorities said she had been questioned but not
charged in connection with several other fires in Chicago
as well as in her home town of Shawneetown, 111.

Lebanon
BEIRUT.
Lebanon
(AP) - Scattered violence,
including killings and looting, was reported in Lebanon
yesterday, but authorities discounted the incidents and
said the Christian-Moslem cease-fire was holding firm.
In Tel Aviv, Israeli Defense Minister Shimon Peres
reported some units of the Palestine Liberation Army
which crossed the border from Syria into Lebanon to
support the Moslems during the civil war had returned to
their Syrian bases.

earning its keep while in the
Cardinal Room, he said,
adding that the vendor was
planning to remove it from
the Union altogether. Upon
a request from personnel in
the Falcon's Neat, the
machine was moved there.
DOROGHAZI said the
night managers in the
Falcon's Nest reported that
some
students
have
complained
about
the
increased noise in the Nest
because of the jukebox. He

said students studying there
at night are reluctant to
change their usual seating
patterns in order to be
farther from the music.
Other students said they
are glad the machine was
moved from its old location,
according to Doroghazi. The
machine now is located in
the southeast corner of the
Nest, but can be moved to a
different place in the room
If
students'
studying
patterns
are
disrupted
seriously, Doroghazi said.

Last of convertibles
to roll out by April
DETROIT(AP)-The Cadillac convertible goes out of
production within a couple months-marking the end of the
American soft top-and the last-minute scramble is already
under way by dealers and customers looking for a piece of
history.
A Cadillac dealership outside Chicago says it's willing to
pay $2,000 above factory cost to get its hands on a 1976
Eldorado convertible. An auto leaser north of Miami says
the car is a better investment than the stock market.
Cadillac, the last of the U.S. auto makers to offer a
rag-top, announced last fall that it would build only 14,000
convertibles during the model year, which normally ends in
the summer.
But the demand has been so great-sales are running
better than double the 1975 pace-that the division expects
the last one to roll off the assembly line by late March or
early April. Some 9,500 were built through January.
The convertible carries a list price of $11,000, but
usually sells for between $12,000 and $13,000 when
options are added.
Cadillac limited production to 14,000 because that's all
the convertible tops the company could get. "The last
soft-top maker has gone out of business and destroyed the
tooling," the Cadillac spokesman said, "if we could get
more tops," we'd build more cars."
_

PHILOSOPHY COURSES
FOR STUDENTS
WITH SPECIAL INTERESTSSPRING. 1976 NO PREREQUISITES
Phil. 340A Philosophy of Puniriimwit
(Katmar 9 HTHr> Stction 126*
It capital punlahawnt luatlMrd' la putting aoawonr In Nil a lagltlaatt foni of nunlahaantT
Should vlolatora of ttw l<W hr puiilahtd or traatad aa awn.ally 111? Thaaa and ralatad
quaatlona will ba dlacuaaed In an axaalnatlon of dlffarant thaorlaa or punlahaant.
Phil. 340B Philotophy of Fwntntam
(Attlfl 5:10-7:W p.a. Tit)
Sac.Ion MM
An axaalnatlon of philosophical underpinning and conrrtte propoaala of faalnlaa. Toplca
to ba conalderad Includa hlatorleal antacadanta of tha currant aovaawnt(a) for woaan'a
rights and/or Ubaratlon; dlvlalona within currant thinking; antl-faatnlat poaltlona;
utilitarian, Karat at and aMlatantlallat fralnlat arguawnta; sex-role ataraotyplng; and
apaclflc propoaala concerning abortion, child care, educational and occupational dlarrla1nation and the equal Rights Aawndaent. Tha Instructor extends a apeclal Invitation to
Mn to Join ih» cUsa

•

J38CS

1Phil. 340C Philosophy and Ttchnotaxjw
(Keuber 9.JO-7.30 p.a. NW> section 1266
Ue will atteaot to coast to grips with three theaws In thla courae. Flrat we will try to
dlacover what technology la and what technological altarnatlvee are poealble. We will ba
considering large-scale, lntemedlate-ecale, and aaall-acalr tschnologles and the ralatad
laauea of centralliatlon/decentralUatlon. Next we will atteapt to aat up eoste valuecriteria or "value-clusters" with which to svaluata tha alternatlvea wa have discovered.
Tha point Is to select frost aaong the aany technological alternatlvea those which aatlefy
our criteria. Finally, we wilt look at the question of laplaaantatlon: once you have
daclded which alternative la desirable, how do you bring It Into being? We will consider
relevant aoclal and political laauea here. Though we will be dealing with technology In
general, thla offering of tha course will concentrate on the laaue of anargv resource* and
energy technologies (later offerlnga stay aaphaalia different aub-areaa of technology) .

The jukebox that uaed to be in the Cardinal Room. Union, has been moved to the
Falcon's Neat, although some students complain that the extra noise interrupts
their studies. (Newsphoto by Rob Yeager)

Jukebox

Morton starts as adviser
WASHINGTON (AP) Rogers Morton was installed
yesterday
as
President
Ford's political right-hand
man. saying the job is
essential and that only
hypocrites
claim
government and politics can
be separated.
Even as Morton was
sworn in as a $44.000-a-year
counselor to the President,
Democratic party leaders
and lawyers conferred about
their stalled effort to
require that his salary be
billed to the Ford campaign.
Morton said most of his
time will be spent working
with White House officials,
councils
and
Cabinet
members to make sure the
President's policies
are
understood, implemented
adc clc
deal
ta£oj,gress
and nioajti
'1' '%J.9twgrcss
and lei TOfwplf"*' "'

SINCE people are voters
and policies are issues, he
moves into a key role in
Ford's
campaign
to
withstand the challenge of
Ronald Reagan for the
Republican
presidential
nomination and win the
White House in his own
right.
Morton said Ford, like his
predecessors, is entitled to
have political help on the
White House staff.
". . There is no way in
the world that you can
separate
politics
from
government," he said in an
interview.
"And therefore anything
that you did like try to say
that you would work 40
hours a week for the
taxpayers and 40 hours a
-. week.
week, ,. io_
.(>,. re-elect - the
" Preside*!!* TS hypocritical f

Nonetheless, White House
attorneys have agreed to
abide by any line the
Federal
Flection
Commission can draw and
enforce for all government
employes with political
functions.
The
Democrats
had
complained
to
the
commission
about
the
Morton assignment, but the
agency's powers have since
been eliminated by a
Supreme Court ruling.
THE
DECISION
is
effective at the end of the
month unless Congress acts
in the interim to revive the
commission.
The White House had
agreed to abide by any
commission ruling on the
subject, but there won't be
one
until and
unless
Congress settles its future
fbwers.

"If the commission has
still got any teeth, and if
they rule on it. we'd be very
happy to abide by it."
Morton said. "The only
thing I want to make sure is
that they apply the rule to
everybody."
THAT MAKES the issue
particularly senMtive. since
congressional
aides
are
heavily involved in politics.
too. Morton, a four-term
Maryland congressman, was
quick to point lliat out,
"I mean, what does a guy
do when he's running a
district
office
lor
a
congressman?" he asked
"He mends fences, he takes
care of the constituents. If
he docs a good |ob. it's a
political plus, and if he does
a lousy job, it's a political
negative."

Phil. 490 Philosophy of Space and T.ma
(Bradle/Duncan 12 h*m»)
Section 3278
A 4 hour courae, which can be taken either through the Philosophy Departawnt or tha Phyalca
Depart aen t. Tha courae will study physical theories of space and t lair froa a historical,
philoaophlcal and aclantlflc point of view. Toplca to ba dlacuaaad Include Zano'a
paradoxoa. Greek concept* of apaca and tie*, the classical Newtonian world view and tha
general Ideas of the atodern theory of relativity. The courae does not presuppose anything
•ore than high achool level aathaaatlcs.
Phil. 440B Emttontigltat Topies
(atti| M P" HU)
Section 1270
Aa varaua a eurvey of tha extatentlallet literature, thla courae will provide an opportunity
for an re Intcnae and in-depth exploration of tha aourcea and validity of axlatantlallat
thought aa well aa for apeclalliatIon In a particular extatentlallet thinker.
Phil. 312 Hutory of Modern Philosophy
(Stuart 11 KTVF.) Section 3261
A survey of 17th and 16th century phlloaophlcal thought Including Deacartas, Splnoaa,
Lalbnti, Locke, Berkeley, HUSM and Kant. Caphaata la placed on the rlae of the new aclanca
and of ekeptfelea aa taportant Influences on aodarn phlloaophy.
PhH. 319 Philosophy of Dasth sod Dytrtf
(Attlg 7:30-9:30 p.a. Tit) Section 3262
Tha principle queatlona to ba conalderad In thla courae are theae: What la the nature of
death* What la tha husum algnlflcance of death and dying for the Individual and the
cosssunlty? What are the lapllratlona of thla huaan dlaenalon of death and dying for
practlcea of caring for tha dying? Course objectlvee are puraued through Investigation of
diverse personal, historical and cultural perspectives on, and practices related to, concepts
and bellefa about death. Attention la focuaed upon the Interpretation of thought about death
and thought about life and lta aeanlng.
Phil. 336 Philosophy of Film
(tlttlafleld 7:30-9:30 p.a. HU) Section 3263
The flla la one of tha anat exciting and Innovative art foras today. Many people think that
the potential of the flla has- hardly l>*am lamped, in thin couisv, wa are going to ba viewing
fllaa, reading about fllaa, and parhapa even aaktng a flla. Recently, aany philosophers
have published writings on tha flla, and aost of our reading will ba of thaec new studlee.
PhH. 342 HMM Ethic,
<lln.baca !:!0-9:J0 p.m. T»)
Section 3267
The major contemporary ethical theories and thalr Implication, for problem* that
lee In
health and community eervlce Held, are .ridted. Toplca Includa tha ethical dlmena Ion. ot
genetic cngln.ettn,, aborlon, rutham.U, behavior control, etc.
Pirn 403 Advanced Symbolic Lofk

■TatiM.* i. enat awiiie DM

-

Phil. 440A Philoaophy of Languaaa
•
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DAYTONA BEACH
FLORIDA
SPRING BREAK

* 8 days, 7 nights!
(March 19-March 26)
* Roundtrip Transportation
by non-stop Greyhound bus
* Exclusive Beach Front
Holiday Inn
* Free Beach Party and
Other Extras!!!

llmtMiatita. Mni»i<*4r-i*iw
I •*.« i- HttX m#— ■*.■...

PHILOSOPHY COURSES SATISFY
HUMANITIES REQUIREMENTS IN
DETAILS! 221 SHATZEL • 372-2117
ALL COLLEGES
.M*>..m..»ll«f,

le-eMMIm* t.e mul'tll M>|1*
i —t In aiMiim I *——i

A Super Travel Bargain

•149.95
Reservations are limited Call Brad at 352-0735

PHIL. 101 INTRODUCTION TO
PHILOSOPHY
A discussion of the problems of existence
of God, nlnd-body, origin and validity of
knowledge, and freedom and detennlnlsB.

PHIL. 202 ETHICS
An examination of principles upon which
moral decisions are baaed and applied to
such problems as war, abortion, freedom,
civil disobedience and reveree discrimination.

PHIL. 205 LOGIC (LOGICAL
THINKING)

CAMPUS SOUND ENTERPRISES
Bowling Green's Sole Afftnt
National Mehl Tours is a Licensed ICC Tour Broker
License No. MC12354

A skills course In logic and logical thinking.
How to recognize fallacies, how to teat arguments
for validity, how to build proofs, how logic and
language are related*--Individualized Instruction
provided.

PHIL. 207 MAN AND SOCIETY
The concepts of freedom, authority, law and the
state, arc examined to determine the nature of
"the Individual" and "society" and the relationship that should exist between thea. Toplca:
violence, legal and moral rights, punishment,
Justice, etc.

DETAILS, 221 SHATZEL - 372-2117

PHILOSOPHY COURSES SATISFY HUMANITIES
REQUIREMINTS IN ALL COLLEGES

./V^jU
TONIGHT AT.FALCON PIZZA
PORTION OF PROFITS
GOES TO B.G.S.U.
CHARITIES BOARD

AT A LOSS ABOUT YOUR
SCHEDULE OR MAJOR?

Give PA AT a call
PEER A<

■

V ( ADVISING TEAM

2-2657
10 8 MON.-FRI.

FEB. 3-13
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Property tax bill returned to House committee
COLUMBUS. (API-A
property tax relief bill,
poised for a vote on the
House floor, was wheeled
back jnto committee for

surgery
yesterday
and
emerged virtually cut in
half.
A House subcommittee
trimmed the bill from more

Minor quake shakes
southern Michigan
By Sherry Kirkrnd.ll

I •:•

fcl
ii;

An earthquake measuring 3.25 on the Richter scale,
occurred yesterday afternoon near Grosse lie, Mich.,
according to Donald Daily of the Grosse He police
department.
'•Consequences of the quake were slight," Ptl. Dairy
said. "I was right on the focal point.! guess, and I didn't
feel a thing,"
Ptl. Daily said some people did report mild, shaky
sensations, but there had been no report of any
earthquake damage.
According to Dr. Edmund Pawlowicz, associate
professor of geology here, the University seismograph
picked up the earthquake readings at 5:20 p.m.
PAWLOWICZ said the seismograph was sensitive to
earthquakes of major magnitude around the world, and
that Sunday's Michigan quake was very small.
Bowling Green is located near a fault in the earth
according to Pawlowicz. but he added that not all faults
generate earthquakes.
He said there had been no seismographic activity in
the Bowling Green area, but that activity is recorded
about every two years in west-central Ohio area.
Dr. Pawlowicz said faults were not responsible for all
earthquakes and suggested the collapse of underground
caverns or extensive underground mining activities as
alternative causes for the Michigan quake.
'THERE IS a considerable amount of salt mining in
the Detroit area." Pawlowicz said, "but it's too early to
tell if there's a relationship. That's pure speculation at
this time."
In some areas, a small earthquake often precedes a
much larger one.
"In cases as in California, there are a series of
foreshocks. then the main shock followed by a series of
small aftershocks," Dr. Pawlowicz said. "But it's very
unlikely this kind of thing will occur in Michigan or
Ohio. It has never been noted here before."
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than 170 pages of what
sponsors say will be about
20 pages when the revised
version is printed.
It lost all provisions
revamping the procedure by
which the property tax is
regulated and administered.
Those
functions
were
transferred to a separate
bill, which win await
consideration later.
AND THE tax relief
provision itself, which went
into committee as a JI60
million tax cut, emerged
cutting taxes by about S70
million.
Statewide, the

property tax raiaes about SI
bilHon
for government
entities.
The bill will not affect
this year's tax bills.
Chief sponsor Rep. John
Johnson (D-Orrville) said
after the subcommittee
actions that the result was
not the bill he wanted, but
wts a bill he could accept.
"Speaking as something
of a pngmatist, I think we
have some kind of compact
vehicle to take out there
and get passed." Johnson
said after the meeting.
The amendments were
adopted by the committee

Following a lengthy
discussion. Faculty Senate
yesterday voted to submit a
request for a faculty salary
increase of 24.46 per cent
to
the
Universtiy
Educaitonal
Budget
Committee.
However, an amendment
to the request specifies that
the faculty needs at least a
17.1 per cent increase to
meet the rising cost of
living.
It was amended further
by a 24-23 roll call vote that
the title for the request's
presentation
to
the
committee be changed from
salary recommendations to
salary report.
Dr. Genevieve Stang,
associate
professor
of
education,
presented
a
report which showed that
although the mean faculty
salary is $17.581, the actual

buying power of that salary
under the 1967 economicconditions is $10,522.
IN OTHER
business.
Senate Chairman Stuart
Givens, professor of history
reported that an ad hoc
committee has been formed
to study space utilization in
the University Library.
This committee
will
report its findings at the
next senate meeting.
Senate also endorsed a
resolution for an interim
position
on
policies
governing termination of
tenure. A final decision on
the senate's position awaits
the
report
and
recommendations of the
University Task Force on
Contingency Planning.
The resolution stated that
no tenured position should
be terminated for reasons

STADIUM VIEW
APTS.

SHORT TERM LEASES
NOW AVAILABLE

/©a*

M

THE BASIS of the bill
remained intact: it would
freeze county revenues at
their level before the county
underwent appraisal and
restore millage to its levels
before reappraisal.
This will result in a higher
"paper" tax. which will be
lowered by tax credits given
the homeowner.
Chief
change
made
yesterday was to exempt
the first 10 mills of

Faculty salary increase
submitted by Senate

STUDENT SECTION
NOW OPEN

FOR
V0U8
VfHV SPECIAL
SOMEONE

with Johnson's approval to
meet
objections
which
threatened to scuttle the tax
relief measure.

NOW RENTING
352-5088

given in paragraph IV of the
University Policy
Ml
Faculty and tenure until
the scante, by a two-thirds
vote of those present,
declares that a state of
financial exigency exists.
A RESOLUTION to
endorse graduate student
senate's
request
for
representation on the Board
of Trustees was passed
unanimously by the Senate.
Mary Helen Fiainme.
Student
Government
Association coordinator of
academic affairs, said a
forum on the integrity and
quality of education here
will be presented Feb. 17 to
the senate.
She said the forum will
study student viewpoints on
the quality of education at
the University and urged
senate members to attend.

property tax--thc so-called
"inside millage" which can
be assessed without a vote
of the people-from the
revenue restrictions.
That
millage
will
continue to rise with
inflation--a
feature
committee members say is
necessary to protect schools
and local government from
drastic budget cuts.
THE BILL also retained
provisions which will mean
an estimated S3S million
hike in taxes on business
equipment and inventory.
That property will be
subject to the restored
higher millage. but not be
entitled to a tax credit.
Johnson said passage of
the measure will cost about
56 million through the

remainder of the current
fiscal biennium.
Those funds will go to
school
districts
which
otherwise
would
take
budget cuts during the first
six months of next year.
Under the provision of
the bill, those school
districts will receive extra
state funding to maintain
their
present
spending
levels.
During a
committee
session yesterday, the bill
was endorsed by the Ohio
Education
Association
(OEA).
John Hall, the OEA's
chief lobbyist, said with
amendments the bill would
cost the state about S°0
million a year in increased
aid lo local school districts.
HALL SAID the cost is

Career Week continues
Workshops and speaker presentations
headline Career Week at the University
this week. The programs will continue
until Friday.
Susan Conover, administrative assistant
with the University Division of General
Studies, said she is pleased with the
turnout of faculty and professional
experts at the various programs.
There will be a "Panel on Careers,"
with professionals in the fields of law,
education and recreation and health, at 8
p.m tonight in McDonald West cafeteria

Degree" at I p.m. tomorrow in the
Commuter Center
She said a liberal arts degree formerly
was ideal foi a wide variety of careers.
However, students now lend to go into
other programs because they believe that
the liberal arts piogram is not as useful as
it once was. Conover said she believes
that a liberal arts degree is "very viable."
A "Career/Life Planning Workshop,"
the first of a six part series, is set for 6
p.m. tomorrow in the Ratchelder Hall.
Hllthmatl Quad Fust flour lounge.

TOMORROW'S activities begin with a
presentation on "Interview Techniques"
by James Galloway, director of the
placement center, at II a.m. tomorrow in
the Commute! Center. Moscley Hall.
Conover, Trina Pajonk, academic
adviser with the English Advising Office,
and Florence Lehman, assistant director
of the Placement Office, will present
"What Can You Do with a Liberal Arts

THE MOVIE "Modern Women: The
Uneasy Life" will be shown and will be
followed by a discussion led by Susan
Tamke. assistant professor of popular
culture, at 8 p.m. tomorrow in McDonald
Quad cafeteria.
On Friday, Kurt Zimmerman, director
of student employment, wil speak on
"Summer Jobs" at 11 a.m. at the
Commuter Center.

WEDNESDAY IS
COLLEGE ID
NIGHT

THURSDAY
LADIES NIGHT

TOLEDO'S ONLY
EUROPEAN STYLED

DISCO
BRING THE AD, GET IN FREE FRI OR SAT
3415 DORR ST. AT BYRNE - 536-2001
OPEN WED - SAT

VMS*,, ssi it>e t.

How to
make your
last 2 years
at BGSU
even tougher.

Department of History
New Offerings. Spring 1976
207^An-c^Araer^anHlstory

3-5 MW, 4 hr.
(Roller), 1381
A 9urvey of the history of black Americans front their African origins;
slavery and emancipation through the rural Southern and 20th century
urban experiences.
Latln^^|r^anCiviUzatiori^lA92-Present
10 MTWR
(Thomas), 1382
Political, social, and economic development of Latin America through the
colonial and national periods. Emphasis on social and cultural alterations
and in the changing attitudes of the political and Intellectual leadership.
391

"minor compared to the
revenue
problems
you
already face. This bill is not
going to extend you
seriously."
Hall
said the OEA
supports the bill because of
increasing disillusionment of
citizens
toward
their
property tax bills, which
have gone up with no
increase in voted taxes.
"We feel very strongly
that we need to have the
people
in
this
state
determine the local support
tax." Hall said. "They need
to Mlieve they're being
treated fairly.
"We don't have that
confidence now." he said,
"and we're not going to
until wo change the way
people
look
at
their
property tax."

Origins of the Welfare State

3-5 TR, 4 hr.

(Rowney), 1386

An examination of the government and social well-being in America, England,
and Russia in the 19th and 20th centuries. Attention to the history of the
identification of social problems such as care of the aged, public health
maintenance, and care of the indigent. Evaluation of the relationship
between American, English, and Russian political-institutional solutions
and the social environments, out of which they emerged.
39^^Amer^an^^^heDepresslon
10 KIWR, 4 hr.
(Sternsher), 1387
An Inquiry Into the impact of the Great Depression on the American people;
It will go beyond the national aspect to examine the Impact on the states,
localities, families, and individuals.
_391 Personalities of the_Amexlcan__Reyolutlgn_7:30-8:30 Th. evening i appt.,
■"^^■^™"^^™"""^^^^^^"^^™2 hr., (Skaggs & Staff), 5561
Lectures by several members of the History faculty on important personalities
of the American Revolutionary era, e.g. Washington, Jefferson, Franklin,
George III. Readings on various topics.
MTWR (Seavoy), 1385
I Indonesia is used as a model to understand the problems facing peasant natlons|
in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. The first half of the course explains
the reasons for European imperial penetration and analyzes traditional peasant]
values in order to explain why peasant societies are vulnerable to periodic
famine.
The second half examines the revolutionary changes that have transI formed England, Russia, Japan, and China in order to understand what changes
Imust take place if industrialization is to succeed In peasant nations.-

FOR FURTHER DETAILS ABOUT THE ARMY
ROTC TWO-YEAR PROGRAM CONTACT
CAPTAIN THOMAS WHIPPLE IN MEMORIAL
HALL OR CALL 372-2477.

During your last 2 years of
college, you'll prepare to
enter the competition for satisfying jobs. And. when you
get there, you'll need every
edge you can get.
Army ROTC offers you a
double career option (military as well as civilian). And
makes you more employable
by giving you training and
experience in leadership.
But it's not easy. Nothing
worth while is. You'll start
with a gruelling 6-week camp
next summer to prepare you,
mentally and physically, for
advanced ROTC. Then you'll
add ROTC courses to others
you need to graduate.
You will, however, earn
over $2500 as a ROTC cadet.
Which might make things a
little easier for your junior
and senior years.

Army ROTC
Learn what it takes to lead.

Par 4/The BC Nm, Wadneemay. February 4.1976

Jukebox moved to make money
By Joe Wollet
Staff Reporter
The Filcon Moving Music
Machine
it
finished
marching at Doyt Perry
Field for the season, but i
different music machine has
been paraded into the
Union.

Last week the jukebox in
the Cardinal Room was
moved to the Falcon's Nest,
according
to
John
Doroghazl,
associate
director of the Union. He
said the machine was moved
in an effort to increase the
revenue obtained from it.
The machine was not

iicwsiioles
Nursing home
CHICAGO (AP) -- A nurse's aide was charged
yesterday with arson and felony murder in connection
with a North Side nursing home fire that claimed 15
lives and injured more than 30.
Cook County State's Atty. Bernard Carey announced
that Denise Watson, 21, had been charged following two
days of investigation.
Watson had worked for less than three weeks at the
Wincrest Manor Nursing and Rest Home when the fire
broke out last Friday.
Authorities said she had been questioned but not
charged in connection with several other fires in Chicago
as well as in her home town of Shawneetown, HI.

Lebanon
BEIRUT.
Lebanon
(AP) - Scattered
violence,
including killings and looting, was reported in Lebanon
yesterday, but authorities discounted the incidents and
said the Christian-Moslem cease-fire was holding firm.
In Tel Aviv, Israeli Defense Minister Shimon Peres
reported some units of the Palestine Liberation Army
which crossed the border from Syria Into Lebanon to
support the Moslems during the civil war had returped to
their Syrian bases.

earning its keep while in the
Cardinal Room, he said,
adding that the vendor was
planning to remove it from
the Union altogether. Upon
a request from personnel in
the
Falcon's Neat, the
machine was moved there.
DOROOHAZI said the
night
managers in
the
Falcon's Nest reported that
some
students
have
complained
about
the
increased noise in the Nest
because of the jukebox. He

said students studying there
at night are reluctant to
change their usual seating
patterns in order to be
farther from the music.
Other students said they
are glad the machine was
moved from its old location,
according to Doroghazi. The
machine now is located in
the southeast corner of the
Nest, but can be moved to a
different place in the room
if
students'
studying
patterns
are
disrupted
seriously, Doroghazi said.

Last of convertibles
to roll out by April
DBTROlT(AP)-The Cadillac convertible goes out of
production within a couple months-marking the end of the
American soft top-and the last-minute scramble is already
under way by dealers and customers looking for a piece of
history.
A Cadillac dealership outside Chicago says it's willing to
pay $2,000 above factory cost to get its hands on a 1976
Eldorado convertible. An auto leaser north of Miami says
the car is a better investment than the stock market.
Cadillac, the last of the U.S. auto makers to offer a
rag-top, announced last fall that it would build only 14,000
convertibles during the model year, which normally ends in
the summer.
But the demand has been so great-sales are running
better than double the 1975 pace-that the division expects
the last one to roll off the assembly line by late March or
early April. Some 9,500 were built through January.
The convertible carries a list price of SI 1,000, but
usually sells for between SI2,000 and SI3.000 when
options are added.
Cadillac limited production to 14,000 because that's all
the convertible tops the company could get. "The last
soft-top maker has gone out of business and destroyed the
tooling," the Cadillac spokesman said, "if we could get
more tops," we'd build more cars."

PHILOSOPHY COURSES
FOR STUDENTS
WITH SPECIAL INTERESTSSPRING 1976 NO PREREQUISITES
Phil. 340A PhilMophv of Punirtimont

(Katintr * KTun
Section 3264
la putting »nmvone In l.iil >i Wftltlaatr for* of pun I a
la capital punlahnwnt Itiatlllrd
Should violators of the ] iw ho puiilahrd or treated aa aantally UP Thaaa and ralatad
■ad In an examination of dlffarant thaorlaa of punlahaant.
qucitlona wilt be din

Phil. 340B Ptiiloaophy of Faminlim
Section M65
(Attlg 5:io-7:W p.«. TB)
An examination of philosophical underpinnings and concrete propoaala of featnlea. Topics
to be considered Include historical antecedsnts of the current ■ovee>ant(e) for woawn's
rights and/or liberation; divisions within currant thinking; antl-fealnlet poaltlona;
utilitarian, Marxist and exletentlallat fealnlst srgtments; aex-rola stereotyping; and
apeclflc proposals concerning abortion, child care, educational and occupational dlacrlBInatlon and the Equal Rights Aawndwant . Tha instructor extende a special Invitation to
■en to Join tie class.
—
»n
9 '
»
I
Phil. MOO Phltoaophy and Technol«ty
(Kaubtr )ilft-7:M p.«. MW) Section 1266
We will atteapt to coae to grips with three these* in thte course, riret we will try to
dlarover what technology i* and what technological alternatives ars possible. We will ba
considering large-scale, intensediata-scsle, and aatall-acala tachnologiaa and the related
Issues of centralltatlon/decantralltatlon. Next we will atteapt to set up soaa valuecriteria or "value-cluetere" with which to evaluate the alternatlvaa w« have discovered.
The point Is to select froa aaong the stany technological alternatives those which aatlsfy
our criteria. Finally, we will look at the question of Implementation:
once you have
decided which alternative is desirable, how do you bring it Into belngf We will consider
relevant aorlal and political issues here. Though we will be dsallng with technology In
general, thla offering of the course will concentrate on the lasus of energy rsspurcss and
energy technologies (lstar offerings saay eaphaslis different sub-arsaa of technology).

IB

Jukebox

The jukebox that used to be in the Cardinal Room. Union, has been moved to the
Falcon's Nest, although some students complain that the extra noise interrupts
their studies (Newsphoto by Rob Yeager I

Morton starts as adviser
WASHINGTON (AP) Rogers Morion was installed
yesterday
as
President
Ford's political right-hand
man. saying the job is
essential and that only
hypocrites
claim
government and politics can
be separated.
Even as Morton was
sworn in as a $44.000-a-year
counselor to the President,
Democratic party leaders
and lawyers conferred about
their stalled
effort
to
require that his salary be
billed to the Ford campaign.

SINCE people are voters
and policies are issues, he
moves into a key role in
Ford's
campaign
to
withstand the challenge of
Ronald Reagan
for the
Republican
presidential
nomination and win the
White House in his own
right.

Morton said Ford, like his
predecessors, is entitled to
have political help on the
White House staff.
". . .There is no way in
the world that you can
separate
politics
from
government." he said in an
Morton said most of his
interview.
time will be spent working
"And therefore anything
with White House officials,
that you did like try to say
councils
and
Cabinet
that you would work 40
members to make sure the
hours a week for the
President's
policies
are
taxpayers and 40 hours a
understood.
implemented
week.jlo_ re-elect - the
and made,
to.JJgagress
nadc dear
clear toCoag
•President' TS hypocritical}"
and to'i
NLTJSIH?*"

Nonetheless. White House
attorneys have agreed to
abide by any line the
Federal
Flection
Commission can draw and
enforce for all government
employes
with
political
functions.
The
Democrats
had
complained
to
the
commission
about
the
Morton assignment, but the
agency's powers have since
been
eliminated
by
a
Supreme Court ruling.
THE
DECISION
is
effective at the end of the
month unless Congress acts
in the interim to revive the
commission.
The White House had
agreed to abide by any
commission ruling on the
subject, but there won't be
one
until
and
unless
Congress settles its future
Kiwers.

"If the commission has
still got any teeth, and if
they rule on it. we'd be very
happy to abide by it,"
Morton said. "The only
thing I want to make sure is
that they apply the rule to
everybody."
THAT MAKES the issue
particularly sensitive, since
congressional
aides
are
heavily involved in politics,
too. Morton, a four-term
Maryland congressman, was
quick to point t!iat out.
"I mean, what does a guy
do when he's running a
district
office
for
a
congressman'" he asked
"He mends fences, he takes
care of the constituents. If
he docs a good |oh. it's a
political plus, and if he does
a lousy job, it's a political
negative."

SPRING

Phil. 490 Philosophy of Space and T.m.
(Brsdle/Duncsn 12 MTtf)
Sactlon 3278
A A hour course, which can be taken either through the Philosophy Department or the Phyalca
Departaent. The course will study physical theories of space end time froa a historical,
philosophical and scientific point of view. Toplca to be dlacuassd Include Zeno'a
paradoxos, Greek concepta of spsce and tlae, the claaslcal Newtonian world view and the
genera) ldsas of the modern theory of relativity. The course doea not preauppoae anything
more than high school level aatheaatlca.
Phil. MOB Existentialist Topics
(Attlg 3-) p.a. MW)
Section 3270
As varaus a survey of the extstentlallat literature, thla courae will provide an opportunity
for more lntsnse and ln-depth exploration of the aourcee and validity of existentlallat
thought as well aa for specialisation In a particular exlatentlallst thinker.
Phil. 312 Huto-v of Modern Philosophy
(Stuart II HTWR) Section 3261
A aurvey of 17th and 18th century phlloaophlcal thought Including Descartes, Splnosa,
Lelbnli, Locke, Berkeley. Hume and Kant. Emphasis la placed on the rise of the new aclence
and of skepticism aa Important Influences on modem philosophy.
Phil. 319 Philosophy of Death and Dy-ig
(Attlg 7:30-9:30 p.a. TV) Sactlon 3262
The principle question* to be considered In this course are these: What Is the nature of
death' What Is the human significant? of death end dying for the individual and the
co»»unUy? What are rhe implications of thla human dimension of death and dying for
practlcea of caring for the dying? Courae objectives are puraued through Investigation of
diverse personal, historical and cultural perepectlvaa on. and practices related to, concepts
and beliefs about death.
Attention is focused upon the interpretation of thought about daath
and thought about Ufa and Its meaning.
PhH. 335 Ph.lo.ophv of Film
(Littiafield 7:30-9:30 p.a. MW) Section 3263
The fila la one of the scat exciting .and Innovative art forma today. Many people think that
the potential or the film ha» lierdlv !*««<• tapped.
in this com.., we are going to be viewing
Illma. reading about (lima, and perhapa even aaklng a fila.
Recently, many philoeophera
have publlahed writings on the Ills, and aost of our reading will be of these new studies.
Phil. 342 Medical Ethici
(Uneback 7-30-9:30 p.m. Til)
Section 3267
The major contemporary ethical thaorlaa and their Implications for problems that arise in
health and community service fields are atudlad. Topics Include the ethical dlaanalona of
genetic engineering, aborlon. authanaala. behavior control, etc.
Phil 403 Advaocad Symbolic Lofic

Phil. 440A Philosophy of Lartouafe
trnmia* \ ie-i i

nil. ...... .Ill ...I. —m IUitil.il M ••M*-ee
-r»«i' — <•>•«■ •*>•• xilDM M • teal l« iwl>
"•"«>«« t» • !••••! e».sm< <*• •!«■ amen it
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PHILOSOPHY COURSES SATISFY £85
HUMANITIES REQUIREMENTS IN —■
DETAILS: 221 SHATZEL - 372-2117
ALL COLLEGES

DAYTONA BEACH
~I FLORIDA
SPRING BREAK

* 8 days, 7 nights!
(March 19-March 26)
* Roundtrio Transnortation
by non-stop Greyhound bus

* Exclusive Beach Front
Holiday Inn
* Free Beach Party and
Other Extras!!!

A Super Travel Bargain

♦149.95
Reservations are limited Call Brad at 352-0735
CAMPUS SOUND ENTERPRISES
Bowling Gram's Sole Agent

PHIL. 101 INTRODUCTION TO
PHILOSOPHY
A discussion of tht problem of existence
of God, mind-body, origin snd validity of
knowledge, and freedom and determinism.

PHIL. 202 ETHICS
An examination of principles upon which
■oral decisions are baaed and applied to
such problems ss wsr, sbortlon, freedom,
civil disobedience end reverse discrimination.

PHIL. 205 LOOIC (LOGICAL
THINKING)

National Mehl Tours is a Licensed ICC Tour Broker
License No. MC12354

A skills course in logic snd logical thinking.
How to recognise fallacies, how to test arguments
for validity, how to build proofs, how logic and
language are related*—Individualized Instruction
provided.

PHIL. 207 MAN AND SOCIETY
The concepts of freedom, authority, law and the
state, «re examined to determine the nature of
"the Individual" and "society" and the relationship that should axlat between them. Topics:
violence, legal and moral rlghta, punishment,
justice, etc.

DETAILS, 221 SHATZEL - 372-2117

PHILOSOPHY COURSES SATISFY HUMANITIES
REQUIREMENTS IN ALL COLLEGES

,/VW
TONIGHT AT:FALCON PIZZA
PORTION OF PROFITS
GOES TO B.G.S.U.
CHARITIES BOARD

AT A LOSS ABOUT YOUR
SCHEDULE OR MAJOR?

Give PA AT a call
PEER ACADEMH

ADV ,ING TEA 11

2-2657
10 8 MON.-FRI.

FEB. 3 13

Wednesday, February 4. 1976. The BC Newi/Pa* S
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Property tax bill returned to House committee
COLUMBUS, (AP) - A
property tax relief bill.
poiied for a vote on the
Home floor, wts wheeled
back jnto committed for

surgery
yesterday
and
emerged virtually cut in
half.
A House subcommittee
trimmed the bill from more

Minor quake shakes
southern Michigan
By Sherry Kirkendsfl

gjj

An earthquake measuring 3.25 on the Richter scale,
occurred yesterday afternoon near Grosse fie, Mich.,
according to Donald Daily of the Grosse fie police
department.
"Consequences of the quake were slight," Ptl. Daily
said. "I was right on the focal point. I guess, and I didn't
feel a thing."
Ptl. Dairy said some people did report mild, shaky
sensations, but there had been no report of any
earthquake damage.
According to Dr. Edmund Pawlowicz. associate
professor of geology here, the University seismograph
picked up the earthquake readings at 5:20 p.m.
PAWLOWICZ said the seismograph was sensitive to
earthquakes of major inaptitude around the world, and
that Sunday's Michigan quake was very small.
Bowling Green is located near a fault in the earth
according to Pawlowicz. hut he added that not all faults
generate earthquakes.
He said there had been no seismographic activity in
the Bowling Green area, but that activity is recorded
about every two years in west-central Ohio area.
Dr. Pawlowicz said faults were not responsible for all
earthquakes and suggested the collapse of underground
caverns or extensive underground mining activities as
alternative causes for the Michigan quake.
"THERE IS a considerable amount of salt mining in
the Detroit area," Pawlowicz said, "but it's too early to
tell if there's a relationship. That's pure speculation at
this time."
In some areas, a small earthquake often precedes a
much larger one.
"In cases as in California, there are a series of
foreshocks, then the main shock followed by a series of
small aftershocks," Dr. Pawlowicz said. "But it's very
unlikely this kind of thing will occur in Michigan or
Ohio. It has never been noted here before."

A BUNDLE
FRO

than 170 pages of whit
sponsors say will be about
20 paget when the revised
version is printed.
It lost all provisions
revamping the procedure by
which the property tax it
regulated and administered.
Those
functions
were
transferred to a separate
bill, which will await
consideration later.
AND THE tax relief
provision itself, which want
into committee as a $160
million tax cut, emerged
cutting taxes by about $70
million. Statewide, the

property tax raises about $1
bilHon
for government
entities
The bill will not affect
this year's tax bills.
Chief sponsor Rep. John
Johnson (DOrrville) said
after the subcommittee
actions that the result was
not the bill he wanted, but
was a bill he could accept.
"Speaking as something
of a pngmatist, I think we
have some kind of compact
vehicle to take out there
and get passed," Johnson
said after the meeting.
The amendments were
adopted by the committee

THE BASIS of the bill
remained intact: it would
freeze county revenues at
their level before the county
underwent appraisal and
restore millage to its levels
before reappraisal.
This will result in a higher
"paper" tax. which will be
lowered by tax credits given
the homeowner.
Chief
change
made
yesterday was to exempt
the first 10 mills of

Faculty salary increase
submitted by Senate
Following a
lengthy
discussion. Faculty Senate
yesterday voted to submit a
request for a faculty salary
increase of 24.46 per cent
to
the
University
Educaitonal
Budget
Committee.
However, an amendment
to the request specifies that
the faculty needs at least a
17.1 per cent increase to
meet the rising cost of
living.
It was amended further
by a 24-23 roll call vote that
the title for the request's
presentation
to
the
committee be changed from
salary recommendations to
salary report.
Dr. Genevieve Stang,
associate
professor
of
education,
presented
a
report which showed that
although the mean faculty
salary is S17.581. the actual

buying power of that salary
under the 1967 economic
conditions is S10.522.
IN OTHER
business.
Senate Chairman Stuart
Givens. professor of history
reported that an ad hoc
committee has been formed
to study space utilization in
the University Library.
This
committee
will
report its findings at the
next senate meeting.
Senate also endorsed a
resolution for an interim
position
on
policies
governing termination of
tenure. A final decision on
the senate's position awaits
the
report
and
recommendations of the
University Task Force on
Contingency Planning.
The resolution stated that
no tenured position should
be terminated for reasons

STADIUM VIEW
APTS.
STUDENT SECTION
NOW OPEN
SHORT TERM LEASES
NOW AVAILABLE

FOR
VOUA
VE*V SPECIAL
SO M ONE

with Johnson's approval to
meet
objections
which
threatened to scuttle the tax
relief measure.

NOW RENTING
352-5088

given in paragraph IV of the
University Policy
on
Faculty and I enure until
the seante, by a two-thirds
vote of those present,
declares that a state of
financial exigency exists.
A
RESOLUTION to
endorse graduate student
senate's
request
for
representation on the Board
of Trustees was passed
unanimously by the Senate.
Mary Helen Fraiiiine,
Student
Government
Association coordinator of
academic affairs, said a
forum on the integrity and
quality of education here
will be presented Feb. 17 to
l he senate.
She said the forum will
study student viewpoints on
the quality of education at
the University and urged
senate members to attend.

property ux-thc so-called
"inside millage" which can
be assessed without a vote
of the people-from the
revenue restrictions.
That
millage
will
continue to rise with
inf1ation--a
feature
committee members say is
necessary to protect schools
and local government from
drastic budget cuts.
THE BILL also retained
provisions which will mean
an estimated S35 million
hike in taxes on business
equipment and inventory.
That property will be
subject to tlie restored
higher millage. but not be
entitled to a tax credit.
Johnson said passage of
the measure will cost about
$6 million through the

remainder of the current
fiscal biennium.
Those funds will go to
school
districts
which
otherwise
would
take
budget cuts during the first
six months of next year.
Under the provision of
the bill, those school
districts will receive extra
state funding to maintain
their
present
spending
levels.
During
a
committee
session yesterday, the bill
was endorsed by the Ohio
Education
Association
(OEAt.
John Hall, the OEA's
chief lobbyist, said with
amendments the bill would
cost the state about V'O
million a yeat in increased
aid to local school districts.
HALL SAID the cost is

Career Week continues
Workshops and speaker presentations
headline Career Week at the University
this week. The programs will continue
until Friday.
Susan Conovet,administrative assistant
with the University Division of General
Studies, said she is pleased with the
turnout of faculty and professional
experts at the various programs.
There will be a "Panel on Careers."
with professionals in the fields of law.
education and recreation and health, at 8
p.m tonight in McDonald West cafeteria.

Degree" at I p.m. tomorrow in the
Commuter Center.
She said a liberal arts degree formerly
was ideal foi a wide variety of careers.
However, students now tend 10 go into
other programs because they believe thai
the liberal arts program is not as useful as
it once was. Conover said she believes
that a liberal arts degree is "very viable "
A "Career/Life Planning Workshop,"
the fust of a six part series, is set for 6
p.m. tomorrow in the Batchelder Hall.
Harthman Quad first floor lounge.

TOMORROW'S activities begin with a
presentation on "Interview Techniques"
by James Galloway, director of the
placement center, at II a.m. tomorrow in
the Commuter Center. Moscley Hall.
Conover, Trina Pajonk. academic
idviser with the English Advising Office,
and Florence Lehman, assistant director
of the Placement Office, will present
"What Can You Do with a Liberal Arts

THE MOVIt "Modern Women: The
Uneasy Life" will be shown and will be
followed by a discussion led by Susan
Tamke, assistant professor of popular
culture, at 8 p.m. tomorrow in McDonald
Quad cafeteria.
On Friday. Kurt Zimmerman, director
of student employment, wil speak on
"Summer Jobs" at 11 a.m. at the
Commuter Center.

WEDNESDAY IS
COLLEGE ID
NIGHT

THURSDAY
LADIES NIGHT

TOLEDO'S ONLY
EUROPEAN STYLED
DISCO
BRING THE AD, GET IN FREE FRI OR SAT
3415 DORR ST. AT BYRNE - 536-2001
OPEN WED - SAT

How to
make your
last2years
at BGSU
even tougher.

Department of History
New Offerings, Spring 1976
207 Afro-American
3-5 MW, U hr.
(Roller), 1381
A survey of the history of black Americans from their African origins;
slavery and emancipation through the rural Southern and 20th century
urban experiences.
21<^Utirita|ricanClvimatlon^492-Present
10 efTWR
(Thomas), 1382
Political, social, and economic development of Latin America through the
colonial and national periods. Emphasis on social and cultural alterations
and in the changing attitudes of the political and Intellectual leadership.
39^0rlRin^jftheWelfareState

3-5 TR, 4 hr.

am

^K

^U»Jg **,.iu..

**

B ^H

(Rovney), 1386

An examination of the government and social well-being in America, England,
and Russia In the 19th and 20th centuries. Attention to the history of the
Identification of social problems such as care of the aged, public health
maintenance, and care of the indigent. Evaluation of the relationship
between American, English, and Russian political-institutional solutions
and the social environments out of which they emerged.
39^^American^inrh^Depresslon
10 MTWR, 4 hr.
(Sternsher), 1387
An Inquiry Into the Impact of the Great Depression on the American people;
it will go beyond the national aspect to examine the Impact on the states,
localities, families, and Individuals.
39^^PeMorja^^^^ofth^Ame^^aiiRevo^itlon 7:30-8:30 Th. evening & appt.,
■■■k^»2 hr., (SkaRgs & Staff), 5561
Lectures by several members of the History faculty on Important personalities
of the American Revolutionary era, e.g. Washington, Jefferson, Franklin,
George III. Readings on various topics.
391

Famine and Industr

^^M

Roots
'•■■"-•■" hi in rtiflitiiti ■iii-finy,Historical
MTWR (Seavoy), 1385 1

Indonesia is used as a model to understand the problems facing peasant nations]
in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. The first half of the course explains
the reasons for European imperial penetration and analyzes traditional peasantl
values in order to explain why peasant societies are vulnerable to periodic
famine. The second half examines the revolutionary changes that have transformed England, Russia, Japan, and China in order to understand what changes
Imust take place if industrialization is to succeed in peasant nations.-

"minor compared to the
revenue
problems
you
already face. This bill is not
going to extend
you
seriously."
Hall said the OEA
supports the bill because of
increasing disillusionment of
citizens
toward
their
property tax bills, which
have gone up with no
increase in voted taxes.
"We feel very strongly
that we need to have the
people
in
this
state
determine the local support
tax." Hall said. "They need
to believe they're being
treated fairly.
"We don't have that
confidence now." he said,
"and we're not going to
until we change the way
people look 31
their
property tax."

FOR FURTHER DETAILS ABOUT THE ARMY
ROTC TWO-YEAR PROGRAM CONTACT
CAPTAIN THOMAS WHIPPLE IN MEMORIAL
HALL OR CALL 372-2477.

During your last 2 years of
college, you'll prepare to
enter the competition for satisfying jobs. And. when you
get there, you'll need every
edge you can get.
Army ROTC offers you a
double career option (military as well as civilian). And
makes you more employable
by giving you training and
experience in leadership.
But it's not easy. Nothing
worth while is. You'll start
with a gruelling 6-week camp
next summer to prepare you,
mentally and physically, for
advanced ROTC. Then you'll
add ROTC courses to others
you need to graduate.
You will, however, earn
over $2500 as a ROTC cadet.
Which might make things a
little easier for your junior
and senior years.

Army ROTC
Learn what it takes to lead.
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The Link' offers counseling services
By Devore Nixon
"Our main purpoae is
listening and allowing the
other person to reach his
decision,"
said
Beverly
Beck, a counselor at the
Link, 525 Pike St.
The Link, a service for
people
in
need
of
counseling, formed from a
merger of Karma and Crisis
Phone in June 1975. It is
headed by acting director
Marvin Kumler.
"The board from Karma
realized they needed more
money," Beck said. "It
wasn't just a financial move,
though.
Together
we
thought we could offer a lot
more
services
to
the
community."
THE LINK offers a wide
range of free counseling
services in such areas as
suicide-depression,
drug
problems,
pregnancy,
poison and loneliness, as
well as meals-on-wheels for
senior citizens.
One
of
their
most
extensive
programs,
according to
Beck, is
Outreach. It involves getting
out into the community and
helping
suicide attempt
victims, drug addicts and
people who want to talk.
They also offer such
services as shoveling snow,
arranging
speaking

engagements and working at
l major rock concerts to help
with drug counseling and
other problems that may
arise.
However, most of their
services are geared toward
referring people to other
agencies such as hospitals
and mental health clinics
where
they
can
get
additional help.
The
counselors
are
volunteers
18-65 years
old.
Volunteers
must
complete 30 hours of
lectures and 12 hours of
apprenticeship
with
a
counselor before they are
qualified to counsel others.
"A
LOT
OF
tunes
contact with the person in
need can get to be pretty
involved," she said. "We are
trained .'.ot to get personally
or emotionally involved, but
when a suicide attempt calls
it's
hard
to
remain
objective."
"All telephone calls and
personal
visits
remain
confidential," Beck said.
"We really have some tough
cases, sometimes up to one
or two suicide cases a
week." At the time of the

I interview one counselor was
out on a Outreach call with
a possible poison victim.
The Link serves Wood
County and is funded by
the Wood County Mental
Health Department. Beck

said - that
contributions
often are made by persons
the center has helped.
"The Link has a light.
homey atmosphere where
most people just want to
have someone to talk to
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who really listens and
cares." Beck said. "We're
open seven days a week, 24
hours a day. You don't need
to knock, come right in
we're always willing to
help."
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DOONESBURY
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pay. Worldwida traval. SXimnwr
job or caraar. Sand $3.00 for
information. SEAFAX. Dopt.
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Active Christians Today: Bible studies 603 Clough St.
2*3 p.m.
Judo Club practice/workout
7:30-9:30 p.m.

HOW DOES
•57.50*
SOUND?
a
-.'.<i
<i
v.<t

At a
loss about your
schedule Not malor? Give
PAAT a call Peer Academic
Advising Team 2-2657.

CAMPUSCALEND^R_

Deluxe 2 bdrm
Furnished
Central heat 6 air
Laundry fac. in bldg
Ample parking
Outdoor gat griHs
For Information, Call

311-4299
Hampton House
7»l 7»S1
•par nation

the new women '$
total care center
specializing in....

Hayts Hall

Tha Way meeting Perry Rm., Union 7 p.m.

VOTE
MARIO
SANSOTTA. Cord. Cultural
Affairs.

Women for Women meeting River Rm., Union, 7:30
p.m. Topic: Discrimination in trie Classroom &
Elsewhere on Campus.

Happy Birthday Sue, my
UNIQUE TKE little. Steve.

Psl Chi Qrad. Sch. Info. Night. Grad. Lounge, Psych.
Bldg., 8 p.m. Jr. especially. Info, on appll., GRE's.
recommen., etc.
HELP WANTED
Crustys Piiza Pub needs
driver w/ car. 532 E.
Wooster, 352-3511.
SERVICES OFFERED
Expert typing, reasonable.
352-7305.
Experienced typist. Theses,
manuscripts. 352-6862.
WANTED

(lentil toi•WiHiH.'ii

Rm. 201

Apt. to share now or spr.
I must be close to campus, m.
rmmts., preferable have own
!rm. 352-1792.
1 f. needed to subtiet spr.
qtr. $70/mo. Call 352-5430.
1 f. to sublet apt. spr. Call
Vlcki at 352-9205.

VOTE
DAVID POCOCK.
STATE & COMMUNITY
AFFAIRS.
Vote LOR IN COPE
for SGA Senate.
Happy
Hours
Thrusday
6:30-10:00
Commons
Northeast (Above Amani)
No Cover!
Phi
Psi's.
thanks
for
thumper, beer, (V buffalo,
the Alpha Phi's.
"Moose and da Sharks" is
nowsville man!!!

VOTE JENNIE
SENATOR.

(24 hour counseling)

1 f. rmmt. to share apt. own
unfurn. rm., (93/mo. after
6: 352-2871. Laura. Spr.
CRr.

Nicky: Congrats on being
chosen "Miss Celtic 1976."
Eric Mooney would be
proud.

1 or 2 to sublease 1 bdrm.
apt. Greenview. $150/mo.
all util. & cable. Inquire 43
Greenview after 4:30 p.m.
Must sublease by Fab. 7.

Sig
Eps-Drinkin'
and
Dancin' to all kinds of
tunas; hope we can do it
again real soon. Thanks for
the great tea. • Tha AX's.

1 m. rmmt. needed Feb.
1-June 15. rent 75/mo. Call
Jaff 352-1085 after 5:00
p.m.

Old AX actives-Thanks for
all the support duimg Miss
Mason's visit. The New
Actives.

Need f. to sublaase_spr.
352-6497.

Why pay
more?
Shop
Vatans pre-inventory sale.

1 m. rm. needed, move In
immed. closa to campus.
$65/mo. 352-2751.

Alterations 4 Tailoring. Tha
Buttonhole. 148 S. Main.

F. grad. needs 1 f. to rent
apt. together. Now or spr.
Call after 5; 352-0959.

MIKE CZAKO
FOR
CULTURAL AFFAIRS
COORDINATOR

APAHTMiNTS
1-BLOCK
. FROM CAMPUS
J RENTING FOR
SUMMER
AND FALL
2-BEDROOM
FURNISHED
X?

STONfR
352-2915
_,
MORNING &
EVENINGS '
UUgiJlJUtUJLM I tuutf

PERSONALS

Vote-LOR IN COPE
for SGA Senate
VOTE • DAVID POCOCK
STATE & COMMUNITY
AFFAIRS.
At stud sheltland sheepdog
AKC registered. 3520092;
after 5.
FOR SALE

Mamlya C-33 system with
eye level finder, 80mm,
105mm,
180mm
lenses.
*300. 352-4264.

1 m. needed spr. 339 S.
Maple 352-3117: J65/mo.

BUFF

Congratulations Sleek on
your engagement to Pam.
It's about time. YOUR
BETA BROS.

Don't miss your chance to
have a voice in SGA. Vote
Tomorrow.

861-*900

call collect:

ADPi's, Good luck with
rush. Love, the Alpha Xl's.

Mini-refrig.
372-1615.

Need 1 f. rmmt. to sublet
apt. avail, now. 352-6171.

(up to 14 weeks)

1 f. needed to sublet spr.
qtr. $70/mo. Call 352-5430.

Lawrence Welk is a TEKE Why aren't you?

ADPi's best of luck through
tha rush! PanHel.

Big Di - the 2 mom. secret's
out. Congrats on your
"Dalt-Treadway pinning to
Mitch. Love-Krud, frump.
Frumpless.
Fawn
&
Rapumal."

abortion aid

VOTE ■ MARK KERNS
REPRESENTATIVE
TO
THE BOARD.

Vote: KATHY
for Sonata.

ALLEN

MATHES

Good

cond.

Puppies-Airedale It mixed. 7
weeks. Shots & wormed.
352-5029 after 8 p.m.
EPI Speakers (2) perfect
cond. Still under warranty.
$300. 878-4646.
RCA Mark series stereo:
speakers,
turntalbe, and
■receiver. 352-7781.
Custom pool cue. 19 02.
excel, cond. 372-3430.
'74 Austin Marina GT 2 dr.
Orange 4 sp. 29 mpg.
am-tm. Excel, cond. Ph.
352-7694 4 p.m.10 p.m.
Must sell. ,2,400.
1974 Gremlin X auto, 6 cyl.
Ph. 352-9291. 352-«078.
Sony TC-645 re* to reel
recorder 5 mos. old, need
money to complete school.
J425
or
best
offer.
352-2228.
66 Dodge Monaco, aloe,
wdws., air cond., good
cond.. Carl. 352-6693.
Pioneer SA9100 Amp. 65
watts. Killer Amp. $200.
372-1085.

FOR RENT
1 bdrm, unf. prefer
$50/mo. 120vi Ada Ave.

f.

Apt. to sublease, available
for 2 or 3 m. Contact at
Newlove Apts., Apt. 4-D.
521 E. Merry St. After 5
p.m.
Furn. 2 bdrm. apt. 2-4
persons. Util. pd. except
elec. Laundry facilities l>
lounge available. 288-1462
or 352-1778.

Apt. to sublet, spr. qtr.
Close to campus, call Mark
372-2003, or 352-8844.
1 bdrm. furn. apt. for spr.
qtr. All util. & cable, incl.
352-1186.
House 1 Wk. from campus
sub. for sum. 352-4307.
Campus Mahor now renting
for sum. & fall. Special
summer rates. Fall rates
from 980/mo. up. All util.
pd. except electric. Gas,
heat & a/c. Ph. 352-9302 &
352-7365 eve. ,
Lrge 2 bdrm. apts. tor 4
students near campus. $80
' to 85/mo. der student. 9
mon. leases. Ph. 352-7365.
520 E. Reed new large 2
bed apts. furn. air 280/mo.
plus electric. Call 353-7381.
525 N. Enterprise large 2
bed
duplex
furn.
air
270/rno. plus util. Call
353-7381.
STUDENT APARTMENTS.
352-1800 or 352-4671.
Summer 2 rms. open In la,
house nr. campus m. and f.
apply $80 apiece per month
util. pd. Call Sue or Bov.
352-4336.
2 BEDROOM. 4 PERSON,
FURNISHED, AC, FREE
TV
CABLE.
TENANT
PAYS
ONLY
FOR
ELECTRIC. $74/MO. PER
STUDENT. LOCATED AT
521 E. MERRY NEAR
CAMPUS
EXCELLENT
CONDITION.
*2
BEDROOM, 4 PERSON.
FURNISHED. A-C. FREE
TV
CABLE,
TENANT
PAYS
ONLY
FOR
ELECTRIC. $65/MO. PER
STUDENT. LOCATED AT
824 6TH ST. EXCELLENT
CONDITION. *FOR MORE
DETAILS
CALL
NEWLOVE
REALTY.
353-7381.
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Play to use audience imagination
Preview By
Cindy Smerciru
"Our Town," the Pulitzer
Prize-winning
play
by
rhomton Wilder, opens
tonight
in the
Main
Auditorium, University Hall
without scenery, properties
and sound effects.
"This play is a fascination
in form," said Dr. David
Addington, professor of
speech and the play's
director. "We're following

all Wilder's suggestions; no
sound effects, no scenery,
no properties. I think Wilder
was saying the greatest part
of theater is imagination.
"This play asks the
audience to work as hard as
the actors on stage," he
said.
COSTUMING for the
play
will be
simple,
according to Dr. Addington.
"All our actors are dressed

in leotards and tights," he
said.
The actors will
perform their warmups on
stage before the show and
during act breaks. There will
be no curtain.
"We're making no effort
to create the usual barriers
Ibetween actors and the
audience," Dr. Addington
explained
"Our Town" is set in a
small rural community in
the early 20th century. "It
looks at our so-called

Production of 'Our Town'
basis for panel on Wilder
Soda stop

Kenneth Wisebarth, Maty Ann Nienun and Dennis ODell rehearse the soda
fountain scene from Thornton Wilder's "Our Town The play§ part of the
University's Bicentennial season of productions, begins a four night run at 8 p.m.
tonight in the Main Auditorium. Union.

Trial jurors know Hearst tale
j

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
-- Patricia Hearst's lawyer
said yesterday some of "the
' best jurors" for her trial
may be those who "can
recite chapter and verse" of
' her bizarre adventures in the
terrorist underground.
F. Lee Bailey made the
■ comment as the secret jury
selection was reported near
completion in the young

heiress' trial on federal bank
robbery
and weapons
charges.
By the noon recess, a
total of 30 persons had been
named to the pool of 36
prospects from which the
jury will be picked, and
Bailey declared "It's a
certainty
that
opening
arguments
will
start
(today)."

THUS, in another of
many strange twists in the
Hearst
case.
opening
arguments and testimony
were scheduled to start on
the second anniversary of
Hearst's kidnaping by the
Symbionesc
liberation
Army.
On Feb. 4. I«74. Hearst,
then
19, was dragged
screaming
from
her

Solution sought in Ireland
BELFAST,
Northern
Ireland
(AP) - Northern
Ireland's
constitu'ional
convention was reconvened
by the British government
yesterday and given 30 days
to work out a solution
permitting Roman Catholics
a share in governing the
Pro test ant-dominated
province.
The session in Stormont
Castle, the traditional scat
of power in the strife-torn
province,
opened
with
prayers for the 78 members.
"They'll need them," said
one political commentator.
Neither British officials
nor
Ulster's
feuding
politicians held out much

hope that the convention
would
agree
on
a
power-sharing formula to
end of six-and-one-halfyears
of
sectarian
bloodshed in which nearly
1,500 persons have been
killed.
The nonlegislative body
failed to reach agreement on
power - sharing in six

-mdruwr 'or

1-800-438-3710

E.M.P.A.
EMOTIONAL
MATERIAL
PREGNANCY AID

352-6236

Why
Myadec?
$4,98

Berkeley apart merit. The
story of that night and
THEATER AND English
subsequent chapters in her faculty members from the
violent travels through the University
and
the
underground
were
well University of Toledo met to
known to most potential discuss the accomplishments
jurors questioned. Bailey of and conflicting opinions
said.
on Wilder in trying to
promote student interest in
"There are some who can his Pulitzer Prize-wining
recite chapter and verse of play. "Our Town." during
every single detail of the the week of its presentation
past two years,
the here.
Dr. David Addington.
attorney told reporters.
of
speech,
"They were not necessarily professor
disqualified. Some were explained the techniques
accepted, and many of them Wilder used in creating the
could make the best jurors." story of drover's Corners,

N.H., at the turn of the
century.
He said Wilder tried to
show through the towns
people
and,
more
specifically, through the
town sweethearts. George
and Emily, the inability
people
have
in
communicating with one
another.
He said that the people
throughout the play never
are able to tell one another
what they really think and
feel.
Dr.
Virginia
Leland.
professor of English who
met Wilder on several
occasions, said "Our Town"
too often is represented
unfaithfully in high school
productions because most

high
school
producers
believe the play is simple
and trite when it actually is
very complex and difficult
to perform.
SARA STEEN, doctoral
candidate in English, and
Dr.
Raymond Pefltzell,
member of the theater
department
at
Toledo,
discussed
the technical
innovations in the play.
Steen said she especially
was interested in the way
the stage manager docs not
allow the audience to
become
emotionally
involved
in
what is
happening on stage, asking
spectators to step back and
remember that it is only a
play.

Heritage. "Our
as American as
I suppose," Dr.
said.

THE PLAY, part of the
University ' Theater's
Bicentennial Series, traces
the development of a
relationship
between
George, played by Kenneth
Weisbarth,
and
Emily,
played by Mary Jane
Neiman. who eventually fall
in love and marry.
"It
does deal with
universals." Dr Addington
said. "It will seem very
modern to people." He
said performing the play
without
properties and
sound effects is a difficult
job for actors. "How do you
make cricket noises when
the actors have to do the
sound effects'.'" he said.
The play's other main
character is the stage
nuiugci. played by Dennis
ODell.
•OUR TOWN" runs at 8
p. i"
tonight
through
Saturday in
the Main
Auditorium.
Tickets are on sale at the
Joe E. Brown ticket office.
University Hall from 11
a.m. - 3:30 p.m. weekdays
and
at
7
p.m. on
performance nights.
Tickets are 50 cents for
University students with
IDs. SI lor high school
students and S2 for adults.

INTERESTED IN THE LAW?

WATCH FOR

STUDIO B

NOW LEASING
FOR FALL

Coma fo our mooting

THE BROTHERS OF

Wed. 7:30 pm

SIGMA
CHI

CHECK OUR COMPLETE
APARTMENT LOCATION
SERVICE

ABORTION
•130.00
TOLL FREE 9 a.m.- 10 p.m

'tMWttJfci

deliberation last year.

HARDLINE Protestants
opposed to giving Ulster's
half-million Catholics any
meaningful voice in running
the province recommended
that
London
restore
majority, or Protestant rule,
suspended by the British
government four years ago.
Prime Minister Harold
Wilson's
administration
rejected that demand and
told the convention to try
again. ,

Would you believe a
panel discussion on a man
referred to is "unsophisticated." "simple" and a
"negative writer"? i
These adjectives and
others such as "brilliant,"
"concerned" and "one of
America's
greatest
playwrights" were used in
describing Thornton Wilder
at a
panel discussion
Monday afternoon in the
Alumni Room. Onion.

American
Town" is
apple pie.
Addington
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CONGRATULATE

GREENBRIAR APTS.
2 Br. Furn Apts.
RIDGE MANOR APTS.
1 & 2 Br Furn Apts
WILLOWHOUSE APTS.
1 Br. Unfurn ONLY
GREENBRIAR NORTH
1 Br & Eff Furn & Unfurn
FRAZEE AVE. APTS.
2 Br Furn Apts

AIRY

I

CHARLIE KOWAL & BARB

*

ENGAGED

JOHN ANTONIO & ROXY
ENGAGED

BRENT MAGUEL & PAM
PINNED

*
#

i*
t*

«
*
*
«

JOHN ZEMKIE & PAM
PINNED

ALSO HOMES AND
MOBILE HOMES FOR RENT

116 BA

STEVE SINGER & CAROL

*
*

PINNED

Call
MAURER GREEN RENTALS

SCOTT BILLMAN & JENNIE

for Information
352-0717

Best of Luck In the Future

LAVALIERED

t

I

UEEN

IS STILL OPEN IN THE
EVENINGSI
COME ON IN OUT OF THE COLD
DAIRY QUEEN WILL WARM YOUR
TUMMY WITH A DELICIOUS
HOT SANDWICH
OR SOUP
OPEN MS AT TILL 12 PM
SUN TILL 11:30 PM

Dairii
Queen
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Wednesday Is
High-potency vitamin
formula with minerals
DORSEYS DRUGS. INC
111 Railroad Street
Bowling Green. Ohio
43402

PIZZA NIGHT
at Crusty's Pizza

HELP US!
contact:
Tom Smith 372-1087
Lynn O'Rourke

372-5507

s
*

BOYNE HIGHLANDS

*
*

*
*
*

t*
*

$

1.00 Off Any Large
or Extra Large Pizza
5-8 P.M.
532 E. Wooiltr

Din* in or pickup
Ph. 352-3551

SKI and PARTY
on ski club's last and
biggest trip of the yoar
Fab. 20-22
at

s

"Our government in
Washington ought to
be our inspiration to
us all and not a source
of shame."

JIMMY CARTER
for
PRESIDENT

*
#
*

*
*
#
*
*
*
#

I

f * PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. *
LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL
% *
k
P«,Wh<H,..+

2 BEDROOM ARTS
ONLY. FURNISHED REC. BLOC.
M* TH INDOOR POOL. FIREPLACE
POOL TABLE PING PONG
FOR YOUR FUN AND LEISURE

UPPER Michigan

AIR CONDITIONED AND
GAS HEAT

NEW FURNITURE
Turn right off of
S. College Dr on Bin Si.

625 Ft. verticle drop, 2 quad chairs,
4 triple chairs, T-bars and more.
includes: 2 day lift iicket, lodging, 4/room,
indoor pool transportation and insurance.

Cost *43 and SKI CLUB duos.
*23 duo Wad. Fab. 4th
112 Life-Science 7:00 pm
drive your own car, let us pay the expense,
and earn as much as $20.
Don't miss out on the fun
— Get your friends to go and make
it a wMkend to remember

MOPfl OPEN - 1-5 OAliy

ALSO
LEASIN5NOW
>ING N<
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR 1515 E. WOOSTER
BUCKEYE HOUSE —
BIRCHWOOD PLACE, 649 & 650 6th ST.
AND 2 bedroom, efficiency and Houses
FURNISHED & UNFURNISHED

Leasing offic.

Phono 352-9378

a* Ck.rrywood Club - 8th & High St.

^••••••••••••••••••••••^

Richardson still sidelined

Cagers host red-hot Syracuse
By Dick Rca
Sporti Editor
The Syracuse University
basketball express is coming
to town this evening, oiled
well-greased and ready to
win its eighth straight game.
Its
opponent.
the
Bowling Green cage squad,
can't offer much resistence.
The Falcons, coming off
one of their worst outings
of the season, are hurting.
That
may
be
an
understatement.
SENIOR captain Andre
Richardson
won't
be
available for the second
consecutive contest because
of a bad ankle.
And, of course, junior
Dan Hipsher is gone for the
rest of the year with a
broken foot suffered in last
week's win over Cleveland
State.
The two starters' absence
clearly
was
felt
in
Saturday's 77-53 pasting
inflicted by Ball State, and

there's no ready relief in
sight.
Pat Haley has but nine
players on his varsity roster
to call on, and the BG
roundball boss admits those
nine must do a better job
tonight than what they did
Saturday.
"SOME of our other
players have to take over
the load," Haley said
yesterday. "We didn't have
that against Ball State.
"This is the toughest
week we've got in the year,"
he added. "Everyone is just
going to have to pick up the
slack."
Syracuse enters tonight's
televised (WTOL. Channel
11) tussle, set for 8 p.m. in
Anderson Arena, boasting a
seven-game win streak and
12 victories in its last 13
outings.
Coach Roy Danforth's
Orangemen, who reached
the final four of the NCAA
tournament last March, are
14-3. However, they have

played 14 games at home.
But tonight's game is the
start of a four-game road
trek for Syracuse, which
still has games remaining
against
Eastern powers
Rutgers, St. John's and
Virginia Tech.
One of the Orangemen's
three losses has been to
nationally
ranked
Nevada-Las Vegas, currently
one of the four unbeaten
teams
in
the
nation
(Indiana.
Rutgers
and
Western Michigan are the
others.)
DANFORTH has gone
with a quick lineup in the
Orangemen's recent surge
and it obviously has paid
dividends.
Front line starters are 6-5
senior Chris Sease (14.4, 7.6
rebounds), 6-6 freshman
Dale Shackleford( 12.9, 8.6
rebounds)
and
6-5
sophomore Marty Bymes
(12.1. 7.4 rebounds).
In the backcourt, 5-10
junior Jim "Bug" Williams,

a returning starter along
with Sease from last year's
squad, is rated one of the
quickest guards in the
nation.
Williams currently is
averaging 16.1 points per
game and teams with 6-2
sophomore Ross Km del.
averaging 6.8 points per
game.
"They're very quick,
probably the quickest team
we'll play this season,"
Haley said of Syracuse.
"They fast break very well
and have a lot of things
going for them."
BG HAS won three of the
eight previous meetings with
Syracuse.
with
the
Orangemen taking the upper
hand last year. 90-61. al
Manley Field House.
In that game, the Falcons
had their lowest point total
and their worst free throw
shooting performance of the
year.
The hope is that a repeat

performance is not in the
offing tonight.
Starters for the 8-9
Falcons will be John Arnold
(8.0) and Norvain Morgan
(4.4) at forward. Ron
Hammye (13.9) at center
and Tommy Harris (19.3)
and Chuckie James (5.2) at
guard.
HARRIS.
the
Mid-American Conference's
second-leading scorer, ' is
coming off an un-Harris like
six-point game, while James
replaces sophomore Jim
Feckley in the BG lineup.
Feckley remains set for
sub duly, as do fellow
guards Greg Kampe, Jerry
Hunter
and
John
Fitzpairick.

Coach Chris Ragsdale's
BG junior varsity squad
(5-3) will meet Heidelberg
University's
JV's
in
tonight's prelim. Tip-off is
set for 5:30 p.m.

Women gymnasts defeat Ohio State

'Vain'

A puzzling look covers the face of Falcon Norvain Morgan (30) as
he scraps for a rebound in earlier season action. Morgan has
returned to the BG starting five with an injury to regular Andre
Richardson. (Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)
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The
Bowling
Green
women gymnasts topped
Ohio
State
University
(OSU)
Friday
evening,
87.25 - 82.05, gripping
their highest number of
points
since
Charles
Simpson became coach two
years ago.
Standout for the Falcons
was Karen Glenn, who
competed in all four events
and took two firsts, a
second and a sixth place.
Glenn accumulated 30.95
points and topped the two
OSU
entries
in
the
all-around competition.

The OSU meet was only the
second
time she
has
competed this year.
Despite being plagued by
shin splints, BG's vaulting
team put on a strong
performance to win that
event. Glenn took the
runner-up spot with- 7.65,
freshman
Kathy
Gavin
placed third with 7.40 and
Marty Wacker. usually the
Falcons' top vaulter. placed
fourth with a score of
7.25. Highlight of the

evening
was
BG's
unprecedented win on the
bars, usually considered the
team's weakest event. Glenn
took laurels with 7.85,
Thorn placed third with
6.65 and Pant Culler placed
fifth with 5.10.
According to Simpson,
the win on the bars
generated momentum for
the rest of the mecl.
"WE REALLY pulled out
in front of Ohio State in (he

balance beam and floor
exercise." Simpson said.
"Karen scored 8.00 to take
first and Malia May. who
keeps on improving on the
beam, took second with
7.40."
The meet was decided byThorn's first place in floor
exercise with an 8.15 and
Robin lloweiton's second
place finish (8.05) in the
same event.
The Falcons travel to
Oxford Saturday loi a meet

with an improved Miami
University squad. Despite
injuries to Theresa Hoover
and Debbie North. BG is
looking good, according to
Simpson.
"I think we've improved
tremendously since the
Kent State meet." Simpson
said. "I hope we win the
Miami meet. because if you
can win on the road, you
prove thai you can really
win - you've gol what it
lakes."

NANCY THORN turned
in a superb performance,
taking a first place in the
floor exercise and third in
the uneven parallel bars.

BG icers fall prey to Wolverines
By Din Garfield
Assistant Sports Editor

hysterics at 5:35 with a goal 20 feet straight out, which
slipped belween the feet of three UM defenders.

ANN ARBOR. Mich. ■■ Hie Falcon icers couldn't contain
the University ol Michigan's (UMI pinpoint passing and
deadly offensive attack as they lost a close non-league
contest last night. 7-6. before 3.310 fans at UM's Yost
Arena.
BG took its only lead in the game. 4-3. opening the final
period on a well-executed goal by Jack laine with assists
from Mike llartman, and John Mavny. But ihe pressure
kept mounting on the Falcons as I'M overcame that lead.
UM scored at 4:06, 5 24 and 7:09 of the third period to
take a commanding 64 lead. BG, however, closed Ihe gap
6-5, but couldn't hold the speedy Wolverine skaters. BG is
now 16-4-1. while UM is 1711.
The first period of action brought with it plenty of
offense and defense-Michigan offense and BG defense.
THE FALCONS, with strong goal-ten ding Al Sarachman.
held off several UM drives until the Wolverines combined
on a well-executed set-up 10 go ahead, 1-0. Michigan's Mike
Coffman drilled ihe puck from five feel straight out for the
goal
Falcon defenseman Ken Morrow was injured in the first
period with a bruised hip. Sieve Douglas replaced Morrow
and did a great job with checking Michigan.
The Falcons came out buzzing in the second period,
seemingly shaking off then first period jitters. Tri-captain
Dave Easton sent the well-attended BG delegation into

HOWEVER, ihe fireworks were only beginning. The
Wolverines fought back to a 2-1 lead at 7:53 with an easy
goal as Sarachman was hopelessly on his stomach away
from Ihe nel.
BG's John Markell came back lo tie the game 2-2 on a
deflected shot by Tom Thomas, goalie Rick Palmer's pad.
Mark Wells and Thomas assisted.
Eighteen seconds later, UM's circus-style passes were
effective in giving the Blue ihe lead again on a goal. Bui
with 35 seconds remaining to play in the period Falcon
right wingei Wells drilled the puck home from Ihe right
circle on a power play advantage for a 3-3 tie.
AFTER TRAILING 64. the shocked Falcons'
never-say-die icers fought off a barrage of UM shots and
scored to close the gap, 6-5. On Ihe goal Douglas took a
shot from the right side and Bruce Newton lipped it in for
ihe goal.
later in the game, BG's Douglas was penalized on a hook
at 14:20 and UM scored a power play goal a minute later to
go up by two. 7-5.
Firing back, BG's llartman steered Ihe puck down, shot,
and 11. Newton was right on the play to tip in his second
goal of the night.
Sarachman finished with 38 saves and picked up his
second loss of the season in the nets for BG. For UM
Palmer saved W and picked up the win.

Holmes released offer cocaine charge
AMARII.l.O.
Tex.
(AP) - Fmie
Holmes, a
member of the vaunted
Steel Curtain front four of
the Pittsburgh Steclcrs of
the
National
football
League, was free on bond
yesterday
after
being

charged with possession of
250 milligrams of cocaine.
Holmes, 27. a native of
Newton. Tex., was arrested
Saturday
and
released
Monday on SI,000 bond
after being formally charged

Karate club tops TU
Karate students from Bowling Green and the University
of Toledo (TU) battled heie Saturday, with Ihe BG learn
taking honors. 85-40.
The meet was a.i American Karate System tournament,
with participating students comirg from continuing
education classes at both universities.
THE COMPETITION was divided into two parts - Kata.
which involves karate forms, and Kumite. or free fighting.
In Kata. Bowling Green scored 18 points lo TU's 12. while
in Kumite. BG overwhelmed TU. 67-28.
One outstanding BG competitor was Jackie Turle, who
won first place in women's brown belt sparring, third place
in brown belt Kata and was named all-round woman
competitor.
Lee Mayberry, another BG competitor, won first place in
men's green belt fighting and in Kata, which qualified him
for all-round men's competitor.
Persons interested in more information about the
competitors or karate can call the Office of Continuing
Education, 372-2416.

before Justice of the Peace
Roy Byrd.
It is ihe second time for
Holmes lo be charged with a
criminal offense. He was
placed
on
five years
probation in 1973 after he
pleaded
guilty
in
Youngsiown, Ohio, to a
charge of assault with a
deadly weapon.
HOLMES prom pied a
police manhunt on March
16. 1973. after he allegedly
fired several revolver shots
and shotgun blasts at trucks
along highways near Salem.
Ohio
During the manhunt, he
also allegedly opened fire on
a
police
helicopter,
wounding the pilot in the
ankle.
Holmes initially faced
multiple federal and state
charges. He later pleaded
guilty only to the charge of
assault with a deadly
weapon.
A
PSYCHIATRIST
testified at the sentencing

hearing that Holmes had
suffered acute paranoid
psychosis during divorce
proceedings with his wife.
Authorities
did
not
pursue ihe other charges
and Holmes underwent
treatment at a psychiatric
hospital in Pittsburgh.
After Pittsburgh won the
1974 Super Bowl, Holmes
made a financial settlement
in a damage suit filed by the
Ohio police helicopter pilot.
LAST MONTH in Miami,
Holmes helped the Steelers
to their second consecutive
Super Bowl title.
A 6-3. 260-pounder,
Holmes
played
college
football at Texas Southern
University. He was also
called "Arrowhead" during
the 1974 season after he
had his hair shaved into an
arrow shape.
He reportedly was in
Amarillo to attend the
wedding of a friend.

Teamwork

Falcon defenseman John Mavity (9) Fires a shot on goal in action against St. Louis
as teammates Jack Laine (4), Paul Titanic (18) and Mike Hart man (8) are interested
spectaton. Laine and teammates Dave Easton. John Markell and Mark Wells scored
a goal apiece while Bruce Newton scored twice in fast night's 7-6 Iocs at Michigan.
(Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

Write a letter to the editor
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1 Think orange, j oh, spaghetti!
offer

MARK KERNS"
STUDENT
REPRESENTATIVE
TO THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
•EXPERIENCE • HAS SERVED AS
ASSISTANT STUDENT REP. TO
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
THIS PAST YEAR.

tonight & every wad. night
5 p.m.-9 p.m.

-"Ns

sorry, no dHfwry on this special

Poglial's

HITCH ON DOWN
TOPAGLIAl'S

• pizza • subs • spaghetti
1004 S. Main, B.G. Ph. 352-757

